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No, 1.

EDITORIAL.

Last December's examination results, known shortly before
the term opened, provided a pleasant and hearty start for the
New Year. At last we know what Kearsney with a bit of luck,
perhaps, can do! We believe that the end of this year will bring
results as gratifying,for in the School as a whole,there is undoubtedly
a spirit of earnestness abroad. It is a good sign that even so early,
the examination forms are taking their work seriously, and are
definitely realising that success cannot be achieved without really
sustained effort over a long period.

When boys face this fact squarely, they are not only fitting
themselves to receive knowledge and academic honour, but equally
they are arming themselves for the struggle for existence which
modern competition in all trades and professions, has already
emphasised so much and is going to emphasise still more. It is an
unquestioned fact that the absence of any serious purpose and of
any capacity for downright perseverance, is a marked feature among
a large section of young people to-day. The spirit of sacrifice and of
self-denial in order to gain a high and clearly conceived end is lost
in the desire for amusement and the readiness to follow the easy way,

even though there be no visible goal at the end of it.

Among such

people there is urgent need of a wider vision, a greater sturdiness, a
sterner self-discipline.
Every school knows the boy who does as little as possible—
he is not honoured; and every school, if it is justifying its existence,
knows that other boy who throws himself into his work heart and
soul, sacrificing leisure and inclination to the accomplishment of a
real purpose. There are both types at Kearsney, and there are both
types in the world ; which of these ranks are we going to swell with
the boys we turn out ? The honour of the School demands that

this question shall be answered in the right way, and that honour
js in the keeping not merely of the masters and the Sixth Form, but
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of every boy. Are you proving worthy of the trust ? Will you
give the right answer when your turn comes to go out from here
into the world ? The honour of your School—call it reputation,
if you like—is a precious thing, and it is in your hands, to soil or to
garnish.
We have written this in the belief that 1930 has been well

begun, and in the hope that the consciousness of serious purpose
may be preserved throughout the year to the honour and glory of the
School we love, and no less, to the honour of her sons, that when

they go forth to play their part in life's battle, they may acquit
themselves worthily.

School Notes.
The Examination results for 1929 were most satisfactory.

In

our small Matric. class of three all were successful, and so were
seven of the ten in the J. C.
Matric. New Regulations.—P. Slabbert.
Interim „
E. Brinsley White.
Senior Certificate.—J. Howarth.

Junior

„

2nd Class.—A. O. Cook.
3rd „
J. Barratt.
J. Bertram.
K. Jacques.
N. Nilsen.

M. Putterill.

E. Peppier.
In the Taalbond Examinations we had the honour of having

the only Natal pass in the Hoogste, while all but one of our junior
matriculation class passed the Laer.

Hoogste Taalbond: P. Slabbert.

Laer Taalbond: K.

Balcomb, 0. Pearce, D. Stone, A. Theumssen, C.
von Keyserlingk.

During the term we were paid a visit by Dr. Loram, Chief
Inspector for Natal, and with him came Mr. Malcolm. Dr. Loram
spent the best part of two days with us and saw our work from every

I ■ <51

t
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angle. He expressed himself as entirely satisfied with the standard
of work and his report to the Department was most complimentary.
We appreciate, specially, such reports from men who have no
axe to grind, and whose report is naturally that of an expert in
education. Such reports should satisfy those who are dubious
as to the wisdom of our Church supporting its own schools, and we
hope will persuade more of our own people to accept the very real
advantages we can offer.

We were pleased to have a number of old boys with us for the
week-end on the occasion of their annual cricket match against (he
College. They made use of the occasion to present Sister Edwards
with a handsome dressing-table set. W. Hulett, in making the

presentation, expressed on behalf of the Old Boys something of what
they felt they owed to her.

A few nights before the end of the term the Staff gave Sister
Edwards a farewell party, at which most of the friends in the neigh
bourhood were present, and on the last day of the term they presented
her with a silver chain bag, while at the same assembly 0. Pearce,
as head prefect, on behalf of the School presented her with a silver
cigarette case. Both of these articles were suitably engraved.
The Head expressed the regret of all that Sister was severing
her connection with the College, and emphasised how in every
gathering of Old Boys' for many years to come, her name would
frequently be mentioned, and her ears would burn. Eight years
in a school left a lasting impression, and all wished her every success
in the new sphere she was entering.
Sister Edwards' place has been taken by Sister Lindsell, who
comes to us with considerable experience both as a nurse and eisa
matron.

We welcome Sister Lindsell to the College and trust that

she will find in our midst a very real sphere of service.
Mr.D.H.Purdon,of Kingswood College and Rhodes University
College joined the Staff atthe beginning of the year. He takes over the
section of the work previously done by Mr. Gush. Mr. Purdon
has entered very happily into the life of the School and promises
to be an asset to its sports. In addition, Mr. Purdon is running the
Cadet Corps, which is now an "Infantry" Corps and no longer a
"Mounted Infantry" one.
In January the Head visited the Transvaal Synod, which was
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meeting in Johannesburg, and in February he visited the Nata
Synod at Dundee. At both gatherings an opportunity was made
for a few words about the College, and interest in both Kearsney
and Epworth seems to be growing steadily.
The Cricket XI. are to be congratulated on winning the Hulett
Cup once again. It was unfortunate that two matches had to be
scratched which might have turned the scales against us. On the
other hand we were robbed of victory by the clock on at least two
other occasions.

The Head preached in Chapel at the Sunday morning service
on the 6th April. This was the first time that he has undertaken
this duty, but there were many of us who hope it will not be the last.

The term ends on the 16th April, and the second term of the
year commences on the 24th.
VALETE.

J. Howarth, VI.A.-Came February, 1924. 1st XV., 1927-8-9.
aptainl929. 1st XI., 1929. Q.M.S., 1929. Prefect 1928.
Head Prefect 1929. Comradeship Medal, 1929. Senior
Certificate, 1929.
P. Slabbert, VI.A.—Came February, 1928.
1st XV., 1928-9.
Prefect, 1929. Dux of the School, 1929. Coporal, 1929.
Matric., 1929.

E. B. White, VI.A.—Came February, 1928. Ist XV., 1929. Prefeet, 1929. Corporal, 1929. Matric., 1929.
L. France, VLB.—Came February, 1926. 1st XV., 1929. 1 St
XL, 1928-9. Captain, 1929. Fielding Prize. Prefect, 1929.
Sergeant, 1929.
D. Stone, VLB.-Came February, 1927. 1st XV., 1928-9. Prefeet, 1929.
N. Nilsen, V.A.-Qme April, 1927. 1st XV., 1929.
1st XL
1928-9. J.C., 1929.
P. Hargreaves, V.A.—Came February, 1928. 1st XV., 1928-9.
1st XL, 1928-9. Batting Prize, 1929.
M. Putterill, V.A.-ame February, 1928. 1st XV.. 1929. J.C.
1929.

C. Kruger, V.A.—Came February, 1927.
J. Budge, IV., and A. Tait, I LB.

1st XV., 1928-9.
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SALVETE.

February, 1930—
V.B.—H. Hackland, Ixopo.
—N. Vinnicombe, Eshowe.
IV.—B. Ellis, East London.
III.—D. Knibbs, East London.

II.A.—V. Dicks, Ladysmith.
—B. Vanderwagen, Doornkop.
April, 1930V.A. —C. Holte Smith, Durban.

Old Boys' News.
Letters have been received from'a number ol Old Boys and the
following items of news have been culled from them :—
R. A. Piper writes from Uitenhage. He is still in the railway
workshops and doing well. His hobby remains and he now has
some 20 or more hives and expects next year, when they have been
thoroughly established, to get a good supply of honey. He finds
the bees as fascinating a study as ever.

C. E. Wilkinson has had another successful year at Rhodes
University College. He passed in Physics, II ; Chemistry, II.;
Mathematics, II. ; and in Applied Mathematics, I.; getting a high
percentage in all of them. He has been supplying for the local
minister at Port Alfred and intends to take a theological course at
the end of the year when his degree work will be behind him.

P. Slabbert has decided to go to the Witwatersrand University
College. He intends to take the double course of a degree in science
and the usual certificate in surveying. By this means he will be
in a much safer position as regards employment at the end of his
course. He mentions that R. Willson is in a garage at Reitz and
that de Wet is still farming in the Reitz district.
C. Kruger is taking a farming course at Glen.
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E. B. White is entering the Civil Service.

J. Howarth is taking up Accountancy and is with MessrsHemphill, Lucas and Purnell, Durban.

F. R. Baudert has passed all the subjects required for his second
year in the engineering course. He spent much of last holiday in
the railway workshops at Ladysmith. observing in practice what he
had been studying in theory at the Tech. In conversation with
friends at the Tech., the Head heard Baudert very well spoken of.

P. Hargreaves is with Messrs. John Rennie & Sons. He
appears to like the work and proposes next season to join the Berea
Cricket Club, into which a number of Old Boys are going.

L. France is in his father's business and seems to have enough

to do. He has also joined the Berea Cricket Club and headed the
averages for the Second XI. for last season, with the average of 38.

D. Clark has been made captain of the Empangeni Rugby
Football Club. J. Howarth and L. France are playing for under
20 sides in the Wanderers' Club, the former for the first team. C.

Kruger is in the Glen 1st XV.

E. Anderson after a long and painful illness, owing to an abscess
under his knee cap, has managed to escape the amputation of his
leg by a hair's breadth and is now fully recovered. He is back in
the postal and telegraph's department in Johannesburg.

K. Middleton has been appointed to a position in the Rhodesian
Survey Department and is doing well. There are now no less
than five Old Boys in that part of the world.
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The Secretary of the Old Boys' Club has received the following
letter from Sister Edwards :

Kearsney College,
16/4/3.0.
Dear Boys,
Please accept my grateful thanks for your beautiful gifts.

I appreciate your kind thoughts immensely, and will ever
think of you all with deep affection.
I shall treasure your gifts always, and as I use them, will
think often of the "boys" who sent them to me.
Many, many thanks, dear boys! and if ever you are irr
Johannesburg remember "Sister" will always be happy to
see you.

Carlington Hospital, Claim Street, Hillbrow, will always
find me.

.

Success to your Club, and may every one of you have a
happy and prosperous career.
Yours very sincerely,
SISTER.

V ■ :> :!■? -y.^rcru

.4

.r.wvj

tiiitetiifeniiVf----

^■
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Cricket.
In spite of the length of the term, the cricket has run smoothly
and continuously to the end. The juniors, particularly, have been
kept going by the competition games, which have evoked great

keenness and resulted in a not unwelcome tea for the winning team.
Among the seniors this term the standard of batting has been very
poor; only von Keyserlingk and Barratt have made scores of 40
in the practices, and nobody, as yet, in the school matches. For
the most part the players are young and inexperienced, and will
improve with time. Of the bowlers, Balcomb along can bowl a
difficult ball, and he has been consistently successful, except when
bowling against hitters ; the others take a wicket now and then.
Three matches out of five have been won so far.

The first division has had a practice every Tuesday (except
once, when a heavy storm made rounders more seasonable), and
other days have been devoted to the competitions. In these games
the form, particularly in the batting, has been very promising.
The best form has been shown by Crawford, with scores of 50, 47,
37, 33, 32, 29, 26 and 25 ; but others to score well have been ;

Larrington (29, 26, 25, 21), Crookes (32, 22, 21), D. Nightingale
(44, 42), Burdon (37, 28), Hackland (25, 24), and Bertram (33, 22).

The competition was won by "D." Team (Balcomb, Crawford,
D. Nightingale, Coventry, Hackland, Rogers, Bowler, Christie,
Knottenbelt, Dicks and Theunissen), with "B." as runners-up.
The Captains were Weir, Bertram, Foss and Balcomb, L.
KEARSNEY COLLEGE v. DURBAN HIGH SCHOOL 2nd XL

At Kearsney. February 22nd.
Lost by 79 runs.
D.H.S.
Kearsney.
Pearce b Kemp ..
..
Bennett b Balcomb
..
9
Boast c Hitchins, b Kemp
Goodchild hit wkt., b von
Bertram Ibw, b Kemp ..
Keyserlingk ..
.. 4
von Keyserlingk c Farqu
MacKellar b von Kerserhar, b Kemp ..
..
lingk ..
..
.. 2

Farquhar c Barratt, b
Pearce ..

..

..

Bufanos c Peppier, b von
Keyserlingk ..
..
Martin c Peppier, b Bal
comb

..

..

..

22

3
2

Richmond, not out
.. 32
Hitchins Ibw, b Pearce .. 2

Barratt Ibw. b Hewitt

..

Hind b Kemp

5
17

..

1

Crawford b Farquhar ..

4

Peppier b Hewitt
..
Balcomb, K., b Farquhar
Larrington c Hitchins, b

0
0

Hewitt ..

..

2
2
4

..

..

0

Kruger, not out ..

..

0
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Kearsney College v. Durban High School 2nd XI.—Continued.

Mayne b von Keyserlingk
Hewitt b Balcomb

Kemp st Boast, b Balcomb
Extras

15
14
0
6

Extras

7

Total .. III

Total

42

Bowling.
Balcomb

von Keyserlingk
Kruger
Pearce

.,

Barratt

0.
. 24
. 23
.
5
. 6
. 2

M.
6
4
0
0
0

R.
53
32
II
6
3

W.
4
4
0
2
0

KEARSNEY COLLEGE v. DARNALL.

At Kearsney.

March 1st.

IVon, Inns, and 38 runs.
Darnall.
van Laun b Mr. Med
worth ..
Addison b Mr. Medworth

Kearsney.
Pearce c Bihl, b Boyd
10
5

Clayton, 0., b Mr. Med
worth ..

Jacobs b Mr. Medworth
Aude c Mr. Matterson, b
Balcomb

0
0

3

Boyd c Boast, b Balcomb
Anderson b Balcomb
Crosbie b Balcomb

Boast b Aude

24
4

Mr. Reece c Addison, b"
Jacobs ..
Barratt, not out ..
Mr. Purdon c Bihl, b Boyd
Mr. Medworth b Jacobs
von Keyserlingk, not out

7
30
1
24
17

Extras

18

4
0
0

Bihl c Mr. Medworth, b
Balcomb

Clothier b Balcomb
Extras

1
0
0
10

Total

33

Lowe, not out

Total(5 wkts. dec.)

125

Mr. Matterson, Peppier, Balcomb and Kruger did not bat.
Darnall(2nd inns.)54(van Laun 19 not out; Balcomb 5 for 19).
In the Darnall first innings Mr. Medworth performed the hat
trick, and Balcomb took four wickets in six balls.

IS
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Bowling.
1st Innings.
Mr. Medworth
Balcorhb

0.

M.

7
6

3
2

R.
12
II

W.
4

0
0

10
19
3
13
8

1
5
1
2
0

.

6

2nd Innings—
4
6
2
3
3

Mr. Medworth
Balcomb
Mr. Reece ..
Mr. Matterson

von Keyserlingk

KEARSNEY COLLEGE v. ESHOWE SCHOOL.
At Eshowe.

March 15th.

Won by 16 runs.
Eshowe School.
Marshall b Balcomb
..

0

Moore c Pearce, b von
Keyserlingk ..
..

6

Coutts c and b Balcomb

4

Dahl c von Keyserlingk, b
Peppier
..
.. 28
Crawford c Balcomb, L.,
b Balcomb

..

Sanders b Peppier

..

0

..

5

Talbot, run out ..
.. 3
Foxon c Boast, b Balcomb 21
Coxhill c Balcomb, K., b
Peppier
..
..
4
Kirkwood b Balcomb

..

12

..

..

7

Total

..

93

Dowson, not out
Extras

..

..

Kearsney.

Pearce b Sanders
..
Boast, run out ..
..
Barratt c Dahl, b Foxon
Bertram Ibw, b Sanders

von Keyserlingk, c Coutts,
b Talbot

..

..

von Keyserlingk

Pearce

Peppier

23

Hind b Foxon

..

..

9

Crawford Ibw, b Foxon
Balcomb, K., run out ..
Kruger c Coutts, b Foxon
Balcomb, L., not out ..

11
0
0
1

Peppier, hit wkt., b Sanders 17

3

Extras
Total

109

Bowling.
Balcomb

0
16
14
14

..
..
..
..

0.
11
10
12
7

M.
3
3
2
1

R.
21
13
28
24

W.
5
1
0
3
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KEARSNEY COLLEGE v. DARNALL.

At Kearsney.

April 5th.

Lost by 3 runs.
r*

Darnall.
van Laun b Balcomb

Keightly Ibw, Mr. Reece
Addison b Balcomb
Crosbie b Mr. Reece

8
25
52

Kearsney.
Mr. Reece c Keightly, b
Boyd
Boast c van Laun, b Arde

26
3

I

Barratt c Addison, b van

3
4

Laun
Bertram b van Laun

I

von Keyserlingk b van Laun 17
Pearce c Lowe, b Boyd .. 0

Lowe, not out

6

Crawford b van Laun

..

10

BIhl b Mr. Reece

0
0
0

Kruger b van Laun
Hind, run out ..
Balcomb b Boyd
Crookes, not out

..
..
..
..

7
3
5
0

3

Extras

..

6

Jacobs b Mr. Reece
Aude b Mr. Reece

Boyd c von Keyserlingk, b
Balcomb

Anderson c Bertram, b Mr.
Reece ..
Howelis b Mr. Reece
Extras

..

103

Total

..
Total

1
22

.. 100

Addison hit five fours and two sixes, and Mr. Reece took four
wickets in one over.

Bowling.
Mr.Reece
Balcomb

..

von Keyserlingk
Pearce

..
..
..
..

0.
12
17
3
3

M.
5
4
0
0

R.
19
45
12
24

W.
7
3
0
0

KEARSNEY COLLEGE v. OLD BOYS.

At Kearsney.

April 12th.

Won by 42 runs.

Old Boys.
Hulett, J., c and b Mr.
Medworth

0

Hulett, G., c Pearce, b
Balcomb

Weight b Mr. Medworth

5

Mr. Medworth
worth

..

Winship, run out

9
8
0

3

Pearce, run out ..
Mr. Reece b Weight

6

Mr. Purdon c and b France 14

Hulett, M., c Bertram, b

Hulett, Wr., b Mr. Med

Kearsney.
von Keyserlingk b Weight
Boast b Winship
..
Barratt c Weight, b Winship ..
..
..

.. 6
.. 34

Mr. Medworth, not out

12
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Kearsney College v. Old Boys.—Continued.

France b Mr. Medworth

0

Hulett, Wy., c KeyserImgk, b Balcomb
..
Tyson c Mr. Medworth, b
Balcomb
..
Jex c Boast, b Pearce
Hind, not out ..
Extras
..
..
Total

0

.. 2
.. 25
.. 2
.. 2

Extras

Total(6 wkts., dec.)

.. 48

90

Bertram, Kruger, Crawford and Balcomb did not bat.

Old Boys'(2nd inns.) 73 (Hulett, M., 19 ; Weight, 16).
Bowling.
1st Innings—
Mr. Medworth
Balcomb
Mr. Reece ..
Pearce

0.

R.
17
23
6
0

W.
5

1
1

M.
2
1
0
0

7
4
3
3
3

1
0
0
0
1

13
26
14
10
6

2
1
0
3
3

..
..

7
7

..
..

..
..
..
..

3
0
1

2nd innings—
Mr. Medworth
Pearce

Keyserlingk
Balcomb
Mr. Reece ..

KEARSNEY "A." v. D.P.H.S.

We sent an "A." Team to Durban, to play the Durban Prep.,
on March 22nd, and in a low scoring game ran out winners by 60
runs. The matting was laid over thick grass and consequently
the ball behaved in an extraordinary fashion.

Putterill bowled

well, and Kruger played an unexpectedly fine innings.
Kearsney (1st inns.) 48(Bertram 10).
(2nd inns.) 70(Kruger 37).

D.P.(1st inns.) 37(Stacey, 22 ; Putterill 6 for 11).
(2nd inns.) 21 (Crookes 4 for 9; Burdon 3 for 9).
Team: Peppier (Capt.), Boast, Kruger, Bertram, Crawford,
Hind, Putterill, Burdon, Larrington, Crookes, Rogers.
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Tennis Notes.
Our Wednesday afternoon "At Homes" have been very much
revived, thanks to the fine weather, and we are pleased to see so
many new visitors.

Next term we hope to entertain a team brought up by Mr. C.
Roberts, a member of the College Council, and later an Old Boys'
team. Dates : 31st May, v. Mr. Roberts' Team ; 14th June, v.
Old Boys'.
Boys should be more careful with the tennis balls, as far too
many are being lost.
The tennis ladder has been introduced, and there promises
to be some keen competition in the future.

Debating Society.
With the new year we welcome new debaters,and although we be
gin again on the same round of debates, we expect,and find, new ideas
on the old themes! Very new ideas, sometimes, and most original;
so original, in fact, that their veracity will not bear investigation.
At this stage, however, it is not the things said, but the manner of
saying them, that we are chiefly concerned about. It is specially
pleasing to see that some boys who were almost tongue-tied lasl
year are now rising to their feet at every available opportunity and
delivering up to ten speeches a session. The newcomers, Ellis
and Knibbs, fully hold their own with the more seasoned debaters.
Debates—

Feb. 14—" That dogs are better pets than cats."

11-1 in favour.

72 speeches.

Feb. 21-" That games should be compulsory."

6-6.

56

speeches.

Feb. 28—"Theatre u. Bioscope." 9-3 for Bioscope. 56 speeches.
Mar. 7—" Town Life v. Country Life." 9-2. for Country. 56
speeches.
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Mar. 14—"That boys should be taught to cook and sew." 11-0
in favour. 56 speeches.
Mar. 21-" That men should be hanged for murder." 11-1 in
favour. 52 speeches.
Mar. 28—"Day Schools v. Boarding Schools." 10-2 for Board
ing Schools. 72 speeches.
April 4—"That strict discipline benefits a School." 10-2 in
favour. 61 speeches.

Cadet Notes.
TTie Cadet Corps, this year, although small, is very keen. The
drill has been put into the hands of Mr.Purdon, with Mr. Medworth
to help, and a marked improvement has been shown throughout the
term.

The Corps has changed from Mounted Infantry drill to Infantry
drill, and parades are held twice a week—the one on Monday being
in uniform.

On Sunday, 13th of April, a very successful Church Parade
was held, the Inspecting Officer being Capt. R. H. Matterson.
This year the ranks are as follows : K. Balcomb, C.S.M.; 0.

Pearce and C. von Keyserlingk, Sergeants ; J. Barratt, H. Kruger,
E. Peppier and P. Hind, Corporals.
The C.S.M. and Sergeants are to be congratulated on the
efficient manner in which they handle the platoons.

Boxing Notes.
The lower school continue the boxing classes under Mr. Med
worth on Friday evenings—classes which are usually preceded by
gymnastic exercises. The boxing is conducted m the best of spirits,
and there is marked improvement in the physique and pugnacity
of the smaller boys, since they began to wear the gloves. There
IS even a belief that m a year or two Primo Camera "won't stand an
earthly I
Casual spectators find great amusement in the aggresive
and defensive tactics of the beginners and the more clumsy ones.
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exist—unless the phrase is used to describe the sufferings of the
patient masters !

What we want is a clear realisation by the boys that a master
can do his work properly and pleasantly only if the boy co-operates
with him. Schooldays can be the happiest days of our life if we
use them properly.
Yours, etc.,
ONE WHO KNOWS.

(But is evidently unacquainted with l^tin.—Ed.).
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Editorial Notices.
The Kearsney College Chronicle is published quarterly, and
the next number will appear in June.

The subscription is 4/- per annum.

Articles or letters from present boys or Old Boys are welcome,
and should be addressed to the Editor.

We gratefully acknowledge the receipt of The Kingswood
Magazine (Bath, England).

Printed by Josiah Jones Limited, 237 Pine Street, Durban.
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EDITOEIAL,
OHORTLY after the beginning of the term,a Council Meeting was
^ held at the College for the first time in its history. The Staff
were privileged to meet the Council, and one of the results was that

faith in the future usefulness and success of the College was mutually
strengthened. The innovation may well prove if not a turning point at
least a landmark, for we have felt and are still feeling a new confidence
and a restored determination that bode well for the future.

The

term has been significant for the signs it has brought that Councillors,
Church and our friends in the neighbourhood are eager to see the

College progress; they have united to render us much help this
quarter, so a new outlook and a fresh optimism are possible.
The term has been a very busy one,with rehearsals for the annual
play and preparation for the half-yearly examinations. If the latter
brought its disappointments,—there are some people who, if there
be any moral law, ought not to enjoy their holiday because they have
not worked hard to deserve it—the performance of "She Stoops to
Conquer" was a huge success, and brought the term to an end in
something like a blaze of glory.
School Notes.

Producers and actors alike must have felt their work well re

warded when they saw an audience that packed the hall to the doors.

Though some parts went off better than others, a high standard
was maintained, and frequent laughter and applause showed
that the play was convincingly done on the whole.
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School Notes.
During this quarter the College Council met at the College for the
first time, at least since 1923, and every member but two was present
These two were attending Conference, so their absence was more than
excusable.

The innovation gave both councillors and staff an opportunity of
getting into closer touch with each other, and enabled the latter to

express in some measure what they felt was needed to speed up the
progress of the College.
It is good to hear that as a result of this meeting the Council have
now decided to hold at least two meetings per annum at the College.
One result of the Council meeting has been to emphasise the need
for immediate repairs to the present buildings, and these have already
been started. Owing to the generosity of friends, the cost to the
College will be small and we shall start the new half-year decked in
new colours.
Considerable interest was added to one of our tennis matches this

term by the fact that two "Springbok" cricketers were members of
the team. The small fry were able to satisfy their cravings for hero
worship all day.

Details of the match will be found elsewhere.

Our annual "Play" was more ambitious than ever. Goldsmith's
comedy "She Stoops to Conquer" being chosen for the performance.
The hall was crowded and apparently all went away satisfied,for letters
continue to arrive congratulating the College on the excellence of the
acting. As usual the whole prepartaion was m the hands of Mr.
Oram and Miss Ellis. We would however, add a word of thanks to
Messrs. French and Ashwell for their pains in making the stage light
ing a real success.
The prefects for the year are.—0. Pearce,(head-prefect),C.von
Keyserlingk, K. Balcomb, J. Barratt, and H. Kruger.
The Cricket Committee for the first term consisted of :—the Head,

Mr. Reece,0. Pearce (captain), von Keyserlingk, and K.Balcomb.
The Rugby committee is ; the Head, Mr. Medworth, J.
Barratt (captain), 0. Pearce and C. von Keyserlingk.
Mr. Medworth is captain of the Zululand XV.which opened its
fixture list with an excellent game against Southern Districts. Stanger
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continues to owe much to the College Staff and Messrs. Medworth
Reece and Purdon have all played in representative games.
The following were at the top of their respective forms this quarter,
VI.A. A. B. Theunissen.

V.A. B. Coventry.
IV. E. Smith.
II. R. Theunissen.

VI.B. A.0. Crook.

V.B. J. B. Hopkins.
III. R. Burnett.
I. G. Sandiford.

The term has been characterised by the enthusiasm for bees that
has marked most autumns. The triangle below the terrace has
acquired the name of the "Bee Park" and boxes of various sizes,
from a bootbox upwards harbour swarms. So far, we have seen
little evidence of honey, but the hobby is an interesting one and if
popular theories are sound,few Kearsney boys should ever suffer from
rheumatism.

May 24th and May 31 st falling on Saturdays enabled a number of
boys to go home for the weekends.

We tender our sincere sympathy to our chaplain, Rev.H.C.
Sheasby in the loss of his father. The news was quite unexpected and
came at a most difficult time. We are glad to add a word of app reciation for the courage with which Mr. Sheasby carried on through
an entertainment that would have been a failure without his presence,
though his sorrow was pressing on him.

We thank Mr. and Mrs. W. A.Hulett very heartily for their gift
of an oil painting to the library.

The Annual Play.
"SHE STOOPS TO CONQUER."

The large crowd of spectators—there were nearly 200 visitors—
who came to enjoy, and did enjoy the Play, could have had little
idea of the amount of work which the producing of a Classic such
as this entailed.

Those of us at the school even if not concerned

in the production, appreciated its difficulties ; saw the producers
persevering with refractory characters and, later, worrying themselves

over scenery and costumes ; saw the actors ever with book in hand.
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learning their parts ; saw—and heard—the building up of the Play
into a perfect whole; and admired the energy and enthusiasm
displayed by one and all throughout the whole term. Congratula
tions, particularly to the producers, Mr. Oram and Miss Ellis.
The visitors—a larger number than ever before—^were loud

in their praises ; "the best ever," "well worth coming 200 miles
to see," "would have paid willingly," "my dears, too wonderful for
words," were the comments we heard. The humour of the Play—
"the finest comedy outside Shakespeare"—was never better
appreciated. Good spirits abounded : spirits kept up during the
intervals of scene-shifting by the strains of a jazz band which outOrpheaned the Savoy Orpheans themselves, and kept up till mid
night by the welcome reinforcement of the inner man with "eatables
and drinkables."

The story of the Play is too well-known to bear repetition;
but everybody knows that it is a long play, with few characters,
and that consequently the leading characters have very long parts.
So it should be sufficient praise in itself to say that there were no
awkward pauses and little prompting; and though the actors
realised here and there that they had seized upon the wrong cues
and were making the wrong speeches the audience were blissfully
ignorant of their confusions. And even when a leading character
in a moment of great excitement, interpolated a modern expletive,
few realised that it was not as it should be, even though issuing from
the lips of a lady [
To sing the praises of any one character (for it is our business
to sing praises and overlook faults) would mean singing the praises
of all, as all were good, in greater or lesser degree. Marlow was the
central figure, and his acting and fine appearance very much "took
the eye." Whether conversing quietly with Hastings, raging at

Hardcastle, stammering at Miss Hardcastle (as herself), making
amorous advances to her as barmaid, or confounding himself in

his moments of "mortification," he was always very good. Hardcastle's was a long and noisy part, but apart from a similarity of
expression he acted so realistically that we felt his anger and in
dignation ourselves. Fortunately his voice stood the strain well.
Hastings, with his supercilious drawl, was an admirable foil to Marlow, as was Tony Lumpkin to his father-in-law. Tony, a "con-
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sumptive" wretch of two hundred pounds, was made for his part,
and by his insolence, light-heartedness, contortions, and by-play
kept us all amused. Landlord and servants had little to do, but we
were agreed that their manner of drinking beer proved that they
had not yet forsaken the strait and narrow path. However, we
suspect that the "beer" provided was not too palatable.
The female characters may congratulate themselves. Mrs.
Hardcastle was not young and beautiful, in spite of her efforts at
flippancy, but her daughter and Miss Neville were very comely to
look upon. They made charming girls ; in fact several confirmed
bachelors were made to waver helplessly before the onslaught of
Miss Hardcastle's eyes and engaging smile. She had a longer
part than Miss Neville—a two-fold part—and she played it well.
Miss Neville had a truer girlish figure, and she wept most engagingly.
The character of the "hag" could not have been bettered. Altern
ately flippant and hysterical, Mrs. Hardcastle amused us by her
blind affection for her wayward son, and when she became un
deceived she amused us still more by her "spitting and fidgetting
(Tony actually said "fitting and spidgetting," but no matter !).
Individually the characters were good ; collectively they gave
us an enjoyable evening's entertainment. The band added to the

gaiety, with strains not strictly classical, and after the Chairman of
the Council's closing speech, and the refreshments, the term closed
with one and all in the best of spirits.

Everyone agreed that the performance was the best as well as
the most ambitious of the series of productions that the College
has witnessed.

Dramatis personae: Sir Charles Marlow, J. C. Ellis ; young

Marlow (his son), E. N. Peppier; Hardcastle, O. R. K. Balcomb ;
Hastings, O. W.M.Pearce ; Tony Lumpkin, C. C.von Kerserlingk,
Diggory, J. L. B. Barratt; Mrs. Hardcastle, Mr. G. M. Oram;
Miss Hardcastle, A. O. Crook; Miss Neville, A. B. Theunissen ;

Landlord, J. C. Ellis ; Servants, H. L. Kruger, J. S. Bertram, K.B.
Jacques.
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Kearsney College Old Boys'
Club.
Established, May \2lh, 1928.
Officers for the year, commencing April 27th, 1930 ;—
President: The Headmaster.

Vice'Presidents: J. F. Reece, Walter Hulett, P. Jackson.
Hon. Sec. and Treasurer: A. T. Winship, 207 Ridge Road, Durban,
Executive Committee: J. Howarth, P. Jackson, L. Polkinghome,
C. Sparks, Walter Hulett.
A very successful reunion was held at the Federal Hotel, Durban,
on Saturday, May 31. Those present were : The Headmaster,
G. M.Gram ; J. F. Reece, D. Purdon, A. T. Winship, H. Ashwell,
T. Beckett, D. Clark, L. France, J. Hulett, G. Hulett, W. Hulett,

J. Howarth, W. Irving, P. Jackson, F. Jex, L. T. Polkinghome,
G. Roberts, C. Sparks, D. Sparks, C. Tyson, H. Weight. L.
Lavoipierre was also there for a time.
First of all there was an excellent dinner-—a dinner spoilt only
by the jangling strains of a jazz band in a neighbouring room.
Speeches followed the toast of the King, Polkinghome opening with
the toast of the School. Briefly he pointed out how much every
Old Boy owed to his School, and that it was his duty to support it
in every way possible. In replying, the Head sketched the present
position of the School, and while admitting that at present the
numbers are down and the School is not paying its way, he spoke

optimistically of the future. Mr. Oram proposed the toast of the
Old Boys, but his oratory was largely drowned by the tintinnabula
tion of Fred Spicer's Band, and he had to cut out much which he
wished to say. Beckett was evidently "too full for words," and his
reply was amazingly brief. Jackson proposed "the Staff," and
gave us to understand that he was at last realising that they had
probably helped him a little during his school days. Mr. Reece
replied and pointed out how much the staff had the interests of the
boys at heart, and how to some of them Kearsney was their only
home south of the Equator.

r T,<v
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The Business Meeting was then held, the following being the
order of items:—

1. Minutes of the previous meeting.
2. General and Financial Report by the Secretary.
3. Election of Officers.

4. Reference to the Endowment Fund, which now had
£60 in hand.

5. General: the Treasurer proposed transferring the
balance of the Old Boys' Fund from the bank to the
Building Society. Mr. Oram urged more active
literary support for the Magazine.

6. The Secretary thanked those present for their support.

The Secretary's Report contained the following points of
interest:—

Though completing only its second year, the Club was in a
sound financial position, having a bank balance of £26 14s. 6d.
Income for the past year was £23 15s. 9d., and expenditure £11
8s. Od. In the first quarter of the year, thirty-seven members had
paid their subscriptions—satisfactory figures, in view of the fact
that Old Boys are scattered all over the Union. The Committee
thanked those concerned for their liberal donations towards Sister
Edwards' presentation.

In sport the Club had played the School at Rugger and Cricket,
and though losing both matches they had thoroughly enjoyed the
games.

After the Business Meeting we sat round in the lounge for an

hour or two, "swopping yarns," and the Meeting finally dissolved
about 11 p.m.

Comparatively little news of Old Boys has filtered through
to the College this quarter. We would remind all Old Boys that
their activities are of keen interest to all of us here.

A. T. Winship has had to go into a nursing home for treatment,

but is now up and about again and feels decidedly better.

A.

Evans has also been on the sick list with enteric, but has made a good
recovery.

P. Jackson won the "swagger cane" for the best turned-out
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^uard at the last Defence Force Camp. He has now gained this
honour for the second year in succession.
E. Anderson writes from Johannesburg where he is back at
work.
His leg has recovered and he is able to cycle to work.

One car load from Zuluiand and one from Durban brought
Old Boys to see the annual Plays. . In addition, there were quite a
number from less far afield.
posal as usual.

The "sick room" was at their dis

J. Howarth and L. France are both playing for Wanderers'
Under "20" "A." D. Sparks has played forward for Wanderers

. 1st XV.,and C. Sparks full-back for their 2nd. D. Clark is captain
of Empangeni XV.

Rugger.
With our numbers rather down this year and the boys smaller
than usual, it was decided at the beginning of the term to run a
Kearsney District Club for the Stewart Shield, to include Masters,

Old Boys, and one or two others. As this team has not yet had a
game, it is hard to say how it will combine. In fact, at present it
seems as though school matches and other engagements will crowd
out the Stewart Shield games altogether.
For School matches there is a nucleus of good forwards from

last year, with Smith coming new to join them, and Barratt at flyhalf to keep the back division together. Otherwise, the team is
inexperienced, though recent displays prove that with a little more

practice the backs will be very good. At present there is too great
a tendency to crowd the wings on to the touchline.

The games this term have been arranged on a weight basis, as
this seems the surest method of obtaining even sides. So far, no
games have been lost.

Junior practices have been held twice a week, as usual, and

there has been no lack of keenness. The backs in particular promise
to be speedy and thrustful in years to come.
Fortunately, the field is in a much better state this year, and the

games do not produce the crop of cuts and scrapes which they used
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to. This term all the School matches have been played In Stanger,
but in future we hope to be able to have them on our own ground
again, and at the same time assure the visitors that they will leave
the field intact.

Kearsney College v. Technical High School "A."
In Stanger.
May 10th.
The game began early in the afternoon in very hot weather,
and the teams were, as far as one could judge, of equal weight.
Eiarly play saw several Kearsney back movements come to nought,
owing to the threequarters running across. Hind frequently
received the ball with no room to move, and was bundled hard into

touch.

The threequarters were obviously inexperienced, and

almost all the scoring came from the forwards.

An early try by Smith was followed by one by Barratt. After
a further good run by Barratt, Kruger added a third. Pearce,
Smith and Kruger were usually to the front in the forward rushes,
and though the Technical captain, at full-back, did some heroic
work Kruger's terrier-like activity resulted in another try. Then
the Tech. took a hand in the game and stormed our line till half-time.
The play was almost entirely among the forwards, though Barratt
was putting in some good work behind, and Hind was running as
well as his inside men would let him. Peppler's undeniable speed
was largely in the direction of the touchline. Kruger completed
a hat-trick, and on the stroke of time, von Keyserlingk glided
gracefully over the line for the sixth and last of the tries, none of
which were converted.
But for the fine kicking of the Tech. full
back the score might have been much greater. L. Balcomb, in his
unaccustomed position, kicked well and showed courage in going
down to the forward rushes.

Final score: 18-0.

Team : Balcomb, L.; Hind, Peppier, Foss, Putterill ; Barratt
(Capt.), Boast; Pearce, Kruger, von Keyserlingk, Smith, Balcomb,
K., Weir, Michell, Ellis, J.
Kearsney College v. A D.H.S. Team.

In Stanger.

May 24th.

The teams were played on a weight basis, and the game took
place in cold weather after a heavy rainstorm. D.H.S. kicked-off,
and for a long time play was confined to midfield. From a freekick the High School scored the first points with a penalty goal.
Almost immediately Barratt scored from a very pretty movement ;
he followed up a short punt, secured the ball, and after some inter-

passing with his threequarters planted the ball behind the line (3-3).
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Thereafter it was a forwards' game, with the High School forwards
dribbling well, and half-time came with no further score.
The sun came out in the second half, and both sides pressed
in turn. The High School backs were nippy, and only hard tack
ling by Barratt, Balcomb and Foss saved a try. On the other hand
our backs rarely got moving, as the ball was coming slowly from the

scrum and the fly-half was too frequently smothered. A large
number of free-kicks, mostly for Kearsney were given, but nothing
came of them, and in spite of strenuous efforts by both packs there
was no further score.

Final score : 3-3.

Team : Balcomb, L.; Hind, Peppier, Foss, Putterill; Barratt
(Capt.), Boast; Pearce, Kruger, von Keyserlingk, Balcomb, K.;
Smith, Weir, Ellis, Jacques.
Kearsney "A." v. Eshowe School.
At Eshowe.

June 7th.

The game was partly spoilt by a hurricane of wind which was
so powerful that the ball was frequently blown behind the kicker.
In spite of this, however, the backs handled the ball surprisingly

well. Although the teams were equally matched in weight, we had
most of the play, except for a short period in the first half. Playing
against the wind we soon pressed and a long run by Pearce resulted

in a try by Kruger.

Shortly afterwards the latter scored again.

Then for a while Eshowe, making good use of the wind, hemmed
us in our own half, but from a counter-attack Hind secured the ball
and, running right across the field and round the opposite wings,

scored between the posts. Foss converted. Half-time: 11-0.
We had things very much our own way in the second half.
After three quick "25's'Peppier scored and Foss converted. Thanks
to good combination among the backs, Putterill added three more
tries, and Kruger, Foss and Pearce one each, two of which were
converted by Foss. Among the juniors Hackland played a splendid
game and always did the right thing, while Nightingale showed
much promise at scrum-half. Final score : 38-0.
Team : Balcomb, L.; Hind, Peppier, Foss, Putterill; Craw
ford, Nightingale, R.; Kruger (Capt.), Pearce, Weir, Bertram,
Michell, Nightingale, D., Coventry, Hackland.

Kearsney "Babes" v. D.P.H.S. "Babes."
In Stanger.
Seldom can two more formidable teams have opposed one
another than on the occasion of the first meeting of the giants of

Kearsney with those of Durban. The importance of the occasion
was, in fact, too much at first for the home players, who gave the
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ball a wide berth and the opposing backs a wider one. The result
was that while the Kearsney forwards were becoming accustomed
to the electric atmosphere, the Prep, boys were scoring, and indeed

piled up 23 points before we replied. Our passing movements,
originating with the forwards, saw the ball go back, further back,
and still further, then while the wings finally handed the ball off
on our own line, the Prep, would score. It was obvious from the
first that the Prep, boys were more experienced than ours, and were
yards faster. Only Smith seemed able to stop their right wing,
who did most of the scoring. In the second half we had most of
the play, but the sparkling runs of MacNeilhe and Christie, and the
good kicking of Larrington were repeatedly driven back, till Dicks,
to his utmost surprise, found himself over the line with the ball,
and sat upon it. MacNeilhe converted the try. Final score :23-0.
Team : Christie ; Pencharz, MacNeillie, Smith, Vonderwagon ;
Larrington (Capt.), Balcomb, B.; Ellis, B., Engblom, Burnett,
King, Dicks, Pearce, Raw, D., Theunissen.

Tennis Notes.
It is now nearly three years since any tennis matches were
played at Kearsney, with the inevitable result that the standard of
play is very low : there has been nothing to practise for. So the
arrival of two tennis teams here, while proving very popular events
has resulted in a veritable "slaughter of the innocents." After

years of tennis in the care-free Wednesday afternoon style we have
suddenly realised that we are losing our Wimbledon form, or else
our racquets have forgotten the elementary points of the game.
We cannot even blame the courts, though the shadows and the
background can be very confusing at times. So with the prospect
of more matches to come there seems to be nothing for it but to

practise harder, in the hopes that some day we may be able to put
an occasional ball over the net.

Mr. W. B. Roberts' team (mostly Durban Central players), on
Saturday, May 31st, was too strong for us, as we had expected, but
we had the rather unique pleasure of introducing three Springbok
cricketers to our courts, in Siedle, Dalton and Robbins.
Games were won as follows:—

Messrs. Dalton and Robbins, 34 to 26 ; Messrs. Ballance and
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Siedle, 39 to 21 ; Messrs. Lowe and Henwood, 41 to 19; Messrs.
Taylor and Roberts, 34 to 26.
Messrs. Medworth and Purdon, 30 to 30 ; Mr. Matterson and
von Keyserlingk, 26 to 34; Mr. Reece and Balcomb, 20 to 40;
Barratt and Peppier, 16 to 44.
An even stronger team visited us from Umhiali on June 11th;

captained by Mr. Liege Hulett, and beat us by 114 games to 62.
Games:—

Messrs. R. and G. Hulett, 30 to 14 ; Messrs. L. Hulett and A.

Clayton,32 to 12; Messrs. M.Hulett and B.G.Townsend,24to 20;
Messrs. A. B. Townsend and de Schazel, 28 to 16.
Messrs. Medworth and Purdon, 22 to 22 ; Messrs. Matterson

and Reece, 16 to 28; von Keyserlingk and Balcomb, 14 to 30
Barratt and Peppier, 10 to 34.
An Old Boys' match was due to take place on Saturday, June
14th, but only M., J. and G. Hulett, L. Polkinghorne and P. Jackson
were able to come. There was a pleasant afternoon of friendly
tennis.

''Dungeon" Debating Society.
The young mind, experience shows, unsullied by much learning
and filled with strange ideas, offers a much better medium for
debating than does the maturer and less imaginative mind of the
senior. Facts and falsehoods, exaggeration inexcusable except in
a debating chamber, statements and then deliberate denials of the
same statements, are flung at the Chairman's head like hail in a
thunderstorm. The classroom sparkles with ideas, sometimes with
brilliancy, often with wit; and we are even told, in all honesty, that,
"The poor little fishes live a life of terror, knowing that some day
they are going to be hooked up and eaten I"
Debates:—

May 2—"That hot countries are preferable to cold."
against.

12-0

67 speeches.

May 9—"Which is the best mode of Travel ?" Land, 6 ; Air,
4 ; Sea, 2. 48 speeches—
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May 16—"That civilised men are happier than Cavemen." 11-1
in favour. 50 speeches.
May 23—"That Schooldays are the best." 12-0 in favour. 53
speeches.
May 30—"That vivisection is justifiable." 7-5 in favour. 67
speeches.
June 6—"That the summer terms are the best." 10-2 against.
57 speeches.
June 13—"That human beings are happier than animals." 12-0
in favour. 50 speeches.

Looking Back.
Continued.

In the first term of 1923 a rather unpopular alteration in the
School time-table took place—Saturday morning school and evening
prep, were introduced. Up till then Saturday was a free day, a
day for a picnic, a visit to Stanger, or any other little treat. How
ever, the time-table has been carried on with no mental breakdown

on the part of the boys.
Wednesday tennis afternoons were introduced, a movement
popular in the neighbourhood, and many guests would put in an
appearance. Senior boys then, as now, were invited to play on
the courts.

May and June were very sad months.

The late Mrs. R. H.

Matterson was passing through a very serious illness, which ter
minated in her death in June. She had not been long with us,

but even in that short time her personality was felt in the School.
Before her illness she had organised the one and only school picnic.
Mule wagons, kindly lent by the Kearsney Estate, took the food
and picnickers to Island Farm, where we spent a very enjoyable
day, although a break in the weather hurried us home.
The first Kearsney College Sports took place in September.
Mr. Meiring was the sports master, and the late Mrs. Horace Hulett
gave away the trophies. The day was spent in picnic fashion down
on the sports ground. It was an uncomfortably hot day, but
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despite the heat we had a good attendance of parents, neighbours
and friends.

A few weeks later Mr. and Mrs. Horace Hulett

presented the flags and bunting to the School.
The present school colours were coming into use. Prior to
this the caps, though a delightful shade of maroon, had a happy
knack of fading and shrinking to nothing m wet weather. The
ties were narrow bands, two inches in width ; and while these

served the purpose of ties on the smaller boys, they looked rather
strange round the necks of the seniors. Rev. W. H. Irving and
the Headmaster drew up a scheme for new School colours : honour
caps, blazers and ties, and a design for a School crest, which was
made up from a portion of Sir J. L. Hulett s crest, the Head s
old college (Sydney Sussex, Cambridge), and Charles Wesley's
crest. The motto "Carpe Diem" was chosen for the ideal to be
followed out in school and future career.

The year terminated with the first prize-giving, Mrs. W. A.
Hulett giving away the prizes.

1924 opened with an increase of staff and boys, as the time was
now ripe for a preparatory school. Some of the first Prep, boys
are still in residence.

Miss C. G. Ellis, from Grahamstown, joined

the Staff as the Preparatory Mistress, and Mr. G. M. Oram came
from Birmingham as the English and History Master, taking the

place of Mr. J. Cadle, who had returned to Kingswood College,
Mr. Cadle had married during his brief stay at Kearsney. Strange

to say, history repeated itself five years later, for Mr. B. M. Gush,
from Grahamstown, married at Kearsney and returned with his wife
to Kingswood College.

Miss Ellis and Mr. Oram organised the first of the series of
school concerts, continued ever since. "Julius Caesar was the first

play chosen. An attempt was made to dress the actors according to
Shakespearian ideals : crepe paper togas were worn by Brutus and
his noble following, and there was an awkward moment when a
rip was heard, and the anxious prompter saw a parting garment.
Happily, the scene ended without a full catastrophe. C. Hulett,
then a small boy, developed epistaxis of the nose—situation saved

by the use of the kitchen key, and first aid treatment by the Cook!
These concerts meant endless work, for there was not only

the training of the performers but the building up of the whole stage.
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Improvised platforms of paraffin boxes with table tops were in use
for three years, until the dais was built for permanent use, when
the dining hall was enlarged in 1927. Even the programmes were
prepared by hand. Miss Ellis adorning the covers with suitable
designs. Now the printers do this work. The friends of the
College loaned the carpets, curtains and stage furniture; these
now are the possession of the College, so that concert work is com
paratively easy.

{To be continued).
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Editorial Notices.
The Kearsney College Chronicle is published quarterly, and
the next number will appear in October.
The subscription is 4/- per annum.

Articles or letters from present boys or Old Boys are welcome,
and should be addressed to the Editor.

We gratefully acknowledge receipt of The Kingswood College
Magazine, Kingswood College, Grahamstown.

Printed by Jostah Jones Limited, 237 Pine Street, Durban.
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EDITORIAL.
A NEW POLICY.

In the last number of this Magazine it was claimed that the
College appeared to 'have reached a turning-point, in its short
history for as a result of the way in which a particularly serious
crisis had been surmounted, we felt justified in talking of "a new
confidence and a restored determination" that made us look cheer
fully to the future. The events of this term have shown that
this claim was not exaggerated.
The earnest desire for the

progress of the College has been sustained on all
has produced practical results that enable us to
a considerable increase in numbers next year.
almost certainly eclipse our previous highest figure,

sides, and
count on
We shall
and if all
the signs of promise materialise, we can expect no little pressure
upon our accommodation, particularly in the Preparatory House.
This is very encouraging, and should be glad news not only to us
who are in the School now, but also to Old Boys who follow our
progress with affectionate interest.

These high hopes are largely a result of two new policies that

the College Council has initiated, namely, a propaganda campaign
and a reduction of the fees, and they are therefore a tribute to the

wisdom of the fresh outlook and indeed to its necessity. There
is no doubt of our desire to see Kearsney College take a prominent
place among the Schools of Natal, and of our conviction that we

have a mission to fulfil and a need to satisfy, but we shall not accom
plish our aims unless we make ourselves as widely known as possible.
Failure to do this in the past has no doubt been a main cause of our
slow progress, so it is pleasant to record that the fault has now been
rectified by the issue of a brochure setting out in attractive detail
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particulars of the G)llege. With the aid of our friends, whose
service we gratefully acknowledge, addresses have been carefully
collected, and nearly a thousand copies of the brochure despatched
throughout Natal, while some have been sent to Portuguese East
Africa, and even to India. We are confident that this will do an
immense amount of good, and that it will prove one of the most
vital factors in assuring our future progress.
The reduction of fees is another important departure.
In
some respects it is a startling one, but it is a step in the right direction.
In the course of their wanderings during the holidays, members

of the Staff had many times heard of parents who sent their boys to
Government Boarding-Schools instead of to Kearsney, on account
of the difference in fees. It was further very evident that the
prevailing economic depression was emphasising this difference
more than ever. It seemed clearly urgent therefore, and clearly
a condition of future progress, that we reduced our fees approximately
to the level of those of the Government Schools. By the courtesy
of the Council, opportunity was given for the Staff to represent
these views, with the result that such a reduction has been decided

upon, and will take effect from the beginning of next year. This
step will.be amply justified, and we feel it has removed one of the
several formidable difficulties that confront us.
It should be evident that the two measures we have referred

to are really essential to each other, for to have made the propaganda
effort without tackling the question of fees would have done as much
harm as good, since it would inevitably have strengthened an im
pression that has been a considerable obstacle to our progress.
Very wisely then, the two were combined. The new scale of fees
IS set out in the brochure and will become widely known among
our Methodist people who, it is hoped, will henceforth realise that
to educate a boy at Kearsney College costs no more, or very little
more, than sending him to a Government School.

We have

stressed before our anxiety to sei*ve the Church in Natal ; we now
appeal very definitely for the support of its members. If we
receive it in the measure that we expect, there is no fear for the

future nor any doubt that the College will rise to the proud position
we covet.
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School Notes.
We were visited by the Rev. Allan Lea in the last week-end of

the term. It is always a matter for congratulation when we are
visited by our official "Visitor," and it was therefore very unfortunate

that the President had to be called away on the Monday morning
when he was to address the School. A half-holiday was given in
honour of his visit.

During the quarter a large number of copies of a brochure o"

the College has been scattered far and wide over the country. Th®
College Council felt that too little was known about the College'
and judging by the interest shown by recipients of the brochure,
this fear was well grounded. We look forward to a record entry

for next year. We would ask friends who have not seen a copy of
the brochure to write for one, and to send along the names of parents
of boys who might be interested.

The Annual Athletic Meeting was a great success.

We take

this opportunity of congratulating Mr. Medworth our indefatigable
Hon. Secretary. It was a most appropriate coincidence that Mrs.
Pearce should be distributing the prizes on an occasion when her

son had broken two records.

His mile Was a specially fine per

formance.

The third term is usually a very full one, but this year many of
the activities have had to be curtailed owing to a small outbreak of
measles. At no time have we had more than two cases, yet we have

been in quarantine since the second week of the quarter, and the
epidemic is still with us. As a result all the rugby matches against
other school sides have had to be scratched.

The School is to be congratulated on the win in the Stewart

Shield final.

The Empangeni Rail Side was a powerful one and

had considerable individual strength.

The game was a real lesson

that the "battle is not always to the strong." Science won the day.
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Rugby honour Caps have been awarded to Barratt and Kruger,
H., who merit and hereby receive our hearty congratulations.
We offer our sympathy to K. Balcomb who has to take a three
months' complete rest at doctor's orders and so has to postpone
his matriculation to next year.

However, if he is a loser, we are

the gainers, for it will be good to see him in the XI. again next year.
E. Peppier heis been appointed to the Prefectship left vacant
by K. Balcomb's temporary absence.
During the July holidays the whole of the exterior of the College
and most of the classrooms were re-painted, and it is hardly necessary
to say we all very much appreciate the improvement. We are very
grateful to Mr. W. A. Hulett for overlooking the work, and to Mr.
A.S. L. Hulett, Mr. W.F. Clayton and Mr. M.F. Perry for enabling
it to be done without cost to the College.

The tennis courts were relaid during the July vacation and are
in excellent order.

Our thanks are due to the Darnall Mill who

gave us the two large drums of treacle used on the courts.

The azalea show at the College was exceptionally fine this
year. So much depends upon the rains coming at the right moment
and upon whether we get an unseasonable hot wind. This year
all went well, though the best of the show was over before the
sports meeting.
Owing to the School being in quarantine it was decided to take

only a week-end at Michaelmas, and to cut off the extra days at the
end of the year. The coming term will end on December ninth,
when Dr. Loram is to distribute the prizes.
The following boys left at the end of June : L. Bowler, Va.,
who came m April, 1927 ; and N. Rogers, IV., who came in April,
1928.

The following entered the College in August: Va. P. Duminy,
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Tweeling, O.F.S.; L. Human, Bizana; H. A. D. McFarland,
Durban; II. B. G, Jacobs, Amatikulu ; la. A. Balcomb, L.
Balcomb, G. Balcomb, Amatikulu ; lb., N.Balcomb, Amatikulu,

Annual Athletic Sports
Meeting.
We were fortunate indeed in having such fine weather for our
Sport's Meeting on the 20th September. Encouraged by the bright
sunshine and the prospect of a good gay's sport, there was a large
crowd present. We were pleased to see so many parents and
friends enjoying themselves during the lunch hour and taking
advantage of its opportunities for social intercourse.
Pearce set up new records in the Cross-Country and Mile
Races, both of them excellently run. Constant training brought
its reward. The Hulett Trophy thus goes to him for the second
year in succession, and he is to be congratulated on his success.
Duminy set up a new figure for the Shot Putt and, with more train
ing, should go well over the 30ft. mark. He ran well in the 100
and 220 yards, and had there been anyone to extend him, he might
have bettered his times. In the quarter mile he set too fast a pace
and Peppier running a very well-judged race, won by a yard. These
were undoubtedly the best events, though the Mile Walk was
distinctly interesting, two yards separating Jacques, Weir and
Boast.

The Jumping and Cricket Ball events were not up to standard.
They require regular training over an extended period. A week
is not sufficient and, it is hoped that in future boys will commence
training for these events earlier, and with determination to increase
the standard m them.

The Junior events were well contested. Crookes, Hopkins
and Crawford especially, should do well in future. Harrington
jumped surprisingly well in the Junior event.
In the Preparatory events is included now the Cross-Country,
which was won by Vc.n der Wagen. It was surprising to see so
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many Prep, boys finishing when so many seniors and juniors had not
even gone the round." Dicks won four of the seven Prep, events.
He gave a very creditable performance and ought to do well in the
future.

The Old Boys' 100 yards provided the sensation of the day.
With an astonishing unanimity that seemed to suggest some sort
of a secret arrangement beforehand, the ten competitors finished
in a dead heat! The judges ordered them back to the starting
post and this time Jackson was the first to breast the tape, some
finishing almost in a fainting condition. The Old Boys' v. School
Relay Race proved a very popular event, which we hope to include
in the programme in future. The Old Boys (Jackson, Hagemann,
H. Hulett and Ash) won this event.

There were exhausted after

their two races, but were justly proud of their victory.
The Obstacle Races, as usual, provided the spectators with
amusement, some competitors finding the final plunge for the apple
a very annoying obstacle. To secure an apple floating in a bucket

of water is very trying, and it was not surprising to see many of the
boys giving it an angry look and a vicious bite.

At the conclusion of the sports Mrs. Pearce very graciously
presented the prizes, and it was all the more pleasing, that on this
occasion her son had done so well.

We wish to take this opportunity of thanking the many kind
friends who so generously contributed to the Sports Fund.
EVENTS.

Cross-County {Run off, Monday, \5th September); Senior—
I. 0. Pearce; 2. Bertram; 3. Kruger.

Time 20 min. 52 sees.

(Record). Junior 1. Crawford ; 2. Crook ; 3. Coventry. Time
24 min. 24 sees.

Prep.—1. van der Wagen ; 2. MacFarland.

3. D. Raw.

Putting the Shot: 1. Duminy; 2. Smith.

Distance 29ft.

6in. (Record).

440 Yards, Open(H.); Final I. Peppier ; 2. Duminy ; 3. Foss.
Time 57f sees.

Throwing the Cricket Ball, Junior: I. Crookes ; 2. Burdon.
Distance 77 yds.
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Aug. 22—"That War is inevitable." 9-2 in favour (!).
Speeches.
„ 29—Sharp Practice.
Sept. 5—Lectures.
„ 12—Literary Readings.
.. 19—"That the World is improving." 10-1 in favour.

60

40

Speeches.

..

26—"That the Tuck Shop should be abolished."
against. 70 Speeches.

8-2

Prep. Notes.
These are our first Prep. Notes, so we send greetings to all
old Prep. Boys! We are proud to think that the present Head
Prefect, Pearce, was a member of the Prep, when it first began ; so
was K.Balcomb, his fellow prefect. We also congratulate "Paddy"
Hopkins on his feats at rugger and athletics in Durban.
Our numbers have increased a good deal this year, and this
term we welcome A.Balcomb, L. Balcomb, N.Balcomb, G.Balcomb,
Jacobs and MacFarland. We all still work together in the same
Classroom, under Miss Ellis, and the dormitory is far less empty
(and less quiet) than before.
In the recent Athletic Sports we did not disgrace ourselves.
The Cross-Country particularly found us shining, and three of our
number completed the course, van der Wagen being ahead of even
the seniors. On Sports day Dicks won most of the events, and his
high jump of 4ft. was very good.

The latest craze is for gardens. Marbles, airplanes and beangrowing have had their days, and now we are hard at work layingout flower and fruit beds among the trees by the field. There is
great rivalry among the gardeners, to see who can make the most
attractive plot.

We should be very grateful for any books for our Library.
We have not a great number, and some of us have read nearly all
the books we possess. The "Owl" knows them off by heart.
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Looking Back,
Continued.

The next year, 1925, the Prince of Wales' visit to Zululand
was a red-letter day for the boys. It was an endless day, for it was
necessary to make a very early start to be in Eshowe in time for the

Prince's arrival, and to see the festivities arranged for the event.
After a hectic day the boys arrived back at the College at about
3. a.m., had breakfast of curry and rice, and slept the rest of the
morning.

The Head's marriage to Miss D. Henderson was quietly
celebrated at the Kearsney Church during the short Michaelmas
holidays. The bride and bridegroom gave a dinner to the Staff
and Boys on their arrival back to School.
The bus came into the possession of the School about this
time ; a joint gift from Mr. E. F. W. Hulett, and Mr. Hatcher, of

Durban. It has played its part well, taking happy cricketers or
footballers to their games, or it has gone to the station for luggage
In its early days it made several journeys to Durban and also
negotiated the difficult hills to Eshowe. Now in its hoary age its
activities are confined to gentle trips to Stanger.
During this term Miss Ellis prepared and painted the School
Crest, which now hangs on the walls of the Dining Hall. Also
Sir J. L. Hulett presented a fine portrait of himself to the School.
This photo was the cause of needless anxiety for three weeks as it
was reported lost. After much telephoning and writing between
Stationmaster and College, it was located in a small room in the

College, carefully put away as "window panes " until required !
In the first term of 1926 Mr. B. M. Gush joined the Staff, and
many new boys entered the School.
This year was outstanding in that new buildings were coming
into existence, thanks to the generosity of our founder, who had
already provided batteries and a borehole. Now the foundation
was laid for the Preparatory House.
The Headmaster also made it possible for the School to build
the present Tuck Shop. By means of a small fete and the kindness
of College friends, a portion of the debt incurred in the erection
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of the building was wiped off that year. In later years it became
entirely free from debt, and could show a small profit yearly, besides
giving an annual cup to the Sports Committee and subscriptions
now and then towards purchasing something to add to the boys'
amusement. The Tuck Shop has its place in the School life, and
though at the end of every term, when pocket money is finished, one
hears bitter complaints about the money spent over the counter,
yet the slightest suggestion to close down is met with indignant
protests.

Mr. J. F. Reece joined the Staff in August, 1927, taking the
place of Mr.S. Williams, who had resigned six months previously to
return to Wales. Mr. N. Meiring was also making a change ;
he had been appointed to a School in Durban. Mr. J. de Villiers
filled his post until Mr. C.0. Medworth's appointment a few months
later.

This year saw a revival in the interest towards a School Magazine.
The first issue came out under the name of The Critic, Mr. Oram

making himself responsible, assisted by the Prefects. It was a big
business, as everything had to be done in the Prefects' Room, even
to the sketching on the cover.

Enthusiasm carried the work on

till the Magazine was put into the hands of the printers, and the
name changed to The Chronicle.
The last of the foundation scholars, D. Clark, left at the end

of the year. He had been Head Prefect for tbe previous year.
Clark took with him the goodwill of the School, as was shown by
his winning, unopposed, the "Good Fellowship" Medal, a medal
given annually by the late Mr. L. N. Nightingale, to be won by
popular voting. The Native cook, in the course of his services to
the College, saw many boys come and go, and was greatly concerned
about Clark staying so long. "That young master has been here
a long time," he said ; "he takes a long time to learn. "
In 1928 the College received another generous gift from the

late Sir J. L. Hulett, this time of two new Classrooms ; a gift very
welcome to Staff and Boys. Two rooms in the mam building
could thus be converted into recreation rooms ; one as a very
delightful Common Room for the Staff, and the other as a very
comfortable Library for the boys. The books in the latter now
number about 550 volumes, gathered from many sources, Mr. A.
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Foss being the first donor in 1922. There was a custom for a time
that each boy, on leaving School, presented one book to the library ;
if this were continued it would add handsomely to the shelves.
In 1929 Mr. A. S. L. Hulett, Chairman of the Council, gave to the
library a very handsome bookcase. Many years ago, when Kearsney

was a private house, this bookcase had been designed to fill the place
where it now stands.

A desire for the cultivation of the higher arts took a practical
form when a levy was made upon all for the purchase of a gramophone.
Many records were given, good, bad and indifferent; but all were
appreciated to such an extent that the gramophone was overworked
to the tune of three main springs in twelve months. This instru
ment IS still going strong, though looking the worse for wear!
In 1928 the College had a serious loss in the death of Sir J. L.
Hulett. He had always taken a personal interest not only in the
Council Meetings, but in the workings of the School, and in the
Staff and Boys. Many of the boys' names were known personally
to him, and he never failed to ask minute particulars pertaining to
the interests of the College. Sir Liege paid three or four visits
to Kearsney, and took every opportunity of sending any distinguished
guests up to the School. Thus he forwarded the welfare of the
School at every opportunity. The School this lost its best friend.
In February an uninvited guest arrived one morning, and after
a thorough examination of the premises decided to stay. "Beauty"
roams at will ! For a long time she made her self very unpopular
with our neighbours on account of her weakness for roses. Now,
however, she confines her attentions to the College rose trees, which
have suffered considerably from the mother and the ever increasing
family. "Beauty" is in the unique position of being able to draw
supplies from the Tuck Shop without payment: she is always on
the spot for her peanuts I For a long time she was man-shy, and

Refused to be handled by the boys, but now she is quite impartial
with her favours and allows herself to be touched by one and all.
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A Quite So Story.
Once upon a time, O Best Beloved, there lived a Crook who was
worse than other Crookes. He was so 'scruciating bad that he
became a Burdon to his friends, who put him into Coventry (that's
magic). He was also very vain, and he Fosstered his vanity. It
was his Boast that he had the most gorgeous beautiful pair of
trousers in the land (you must remember his trousers ; they were
his pride).
His Knibbs, the King who lived near a Sandiford in an Almost
Altogether Uninhabited Interior, heard of this man, who was

scarcely Human.

So he called together his Major and a Minor

(I think he mined coal, or perhaps it was ink—anyway he was nearly
always black and Inky)—and ordered them to fetch the Crook.
And they did.
They brought the Crook and his trousers which were his Boast

and his pride (you mustn't forget that), for he would not leave i/tem
beHind.

Then the King said: "Bring me my Belt, Major."
And
Minor(who was nearly a/uiai/s black and Inky)said "I have it. Sire."
So two black-Smiths held the Crook while the Major and the
Minor(who was nearly always i/ac^ and Inky) beat him until he was
Raw. They beat him till they Pearced his pride (I hope you didn't

forget his trousers and his pride). When he was really and truly
Raw,0 Best Beloved, the Major and the Minor (who was nearly
always black and /n^i/) said together (and i/iaf was magic); "Weir
shall we put him ?"

And the King said: "He must spend the Nightinga(o)le!"
And he did.
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A Dairy—(of Sorts).
{Note.—Only present inmates can hope to interpret the following
events).

Sept. 5—Collect stones suitable for practising for throwing the
cricket hall at the Sports.

Hope to win.

Sept. 6—Bottle of sauce missing from pantry.
„

7—Two stones gone ; direction and distance O.K.

(Later) —"Captain" reports loss of two bipeds of the egg-laying
variety.

Sept. 8—Certain high authorities miss 9 p.m. delicacies.
„

Herlock Bolmes by torchlight discovers trail to showers.
9—Morning Assembly....No announcement
Heart
normal....Pain gone.

„

10—2 a.m., Cakes ! Fowls 1! Sauce !!!

Oblivion

Editorial Notices.
The Kearsney College Chronicle is published quarterly, and
the next number will appear in December.
The subscription is 4/-per annum.

Articles or letters from present boys or Old Boys are welcome,
and should be addressed to the Editor.

We gratefully acknowledge receipt of The Kingswood College

Magazine, Kingswood College, Grahamstown, and of The Kingswood
Magazine, Kingswood School, Bath, England.

Printed by Josiah Jones Limited, 237 Pine Street, Durban.
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EDITORIAL.
I 'HE December issue of the Chronicle is always of special interest
^

since it contains an account of the Headmaster's Report and

of the speech of the distinguished visitor who has presented the
prizes. This year, Dr. C. T. Loram, who shortly becomes Super.'
intendent of Education in Natal, performed this duty for us, and
in the course of his remarks showed himself a warm friend of the

Private Schools and of Kearsney in particular. Some of those
who see only the printed report of his speech, may be tempted to
regard the praise he bestowed as merely a compliment
inseparable from the occasion, but none who heard him could
doubt his sincerity or fall to be impressed by his enthusiasm.
Dr. Loram is an expert in education and has inspected hundreds
of schools, not only in South Africa but in Europe and America as
well.

He has therefore a wealth of material with which to measure

us up and judge us, and since he has now visited the College three
times, he is beginning to know us fairly well. In these circum
stances any judgment he passes must be received with the greatest
respect, and it was a revelation to many to hear him speak of Kears
ney in terms of such high praise. In a young school, struggling
tp rise over many difficulties, masters and boys alike are sometimes
tempted to lose faith ; only too well aware of such things as de
ficiencies in equipment and the lack of adequate competition in
games and even in work, they tend to emphasise what they have
not, and forget to cherish what they have. We are grateful to Dr.
Loram for restoring the perspective by stressing so generously the
good that is in us ; he is not blind to our faults, nor is he without
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criticisms to make, but Kearsney has impressed him so favourably
on the whole, that he is ready to do all he can to further our growth
and establish our position securely. He is not only our Inspector
but our very good friend and his wholehearted enthusiasm has
been a tremendous encouragement.

Dr. Loram said that he delights to come here. Our beautiful
surroundings appeal to him as they appeal to every other visitor
and he feels that such an environment must help to mould the
character and outlook of those who grow up in it.
But what
attracts him most is the happy relationship that exists between
Headmaster, Staff and Boys. Discipline is maintained in an
atmosphere of goodwill and comradeship, and Dr. Loram's pleasure
at the discovery of Kearsney has been and continues so great, and
there seems so much of the element of surprise in it, that one must

suppose the schools with which he is more closely associated do
not equal Kearsney in this respect. "You all seem so happy,"
he said in the course of conversation, almost as if it were a mystery
he could not understand.
In other directions, as will be apparent from reading the account

of his speech. Dr. Loram was a very candid critic though a perfectly
friendly one. As a Private School, he looks to us to pioneer, that
is to try out new ideas in education, and lead the way in the search
for the more perfect system. Having greater freedom than the
Government Schools, we must make use of it and turn it to good

purpose. We entirely agree with this view, and if Kearsney is
not pioneering now, it is not the will that is lacking but the means.
The pioneer of history and of geography is an individual very differ
ent from the pioneer of education ; the former can get on with a
gun, a stout axe, and a bundle of pedlar's merchandise, while the
latter needs the resources of a long purse and an elaborate, or at

least an adequate equipment. The point is too obvious to labour,
so it is sufficient to declare here that Kearsney will pioneer when it

can ; it will not remain hide-bound longer than it must, and it
looks forward with great longing to the day when it will be able to
broaden its educational activities and use its freedom much in the
way that Dr. Loram suggests.
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School Notes.
The term closed on December 9th with the presentation of
prizes by Dr. C. T. Loram who is at present Chief Inspector of
Schools but becomes Superintendent of Education in Natal at the

beginning of next year. We were glad to welcome our distinguished
visitor, and also A. S. L. Hulett, Esq., Chairman of the College
Council, the Rev. Allen Lea, who presided, and other Councillors.
A full account of the proceedings is contained in this issue.
In mid-October, the Rev. S. P. Rundle from the South Coast

and Mr. E. P. Fowle from Durban came up to conduct a Young
Peoples' Mission. Services were held on Friday and Saturday
evenings and on Sunday mornihg, and the whole School greatly
appreciated the simple statement of Christian truth and duty that
they heard then. The quiet earnestness of these men was very
impressive, and won a genuine response without any resort to
emotionalism. There is no doubt that the visit was timely and
stimulating, and the three services were together a "refresher course"
that touched the most conventional Christian.

The School was inspected by Dr. Loram on October 16th, and
the Cadet Corps was inspected by Major Smith on October 23rd.
In both cases highly satisfactory reports were received.

November 9th was duly observed as Armistice Sunday, and the
Cadet Corps turned out to a Church Parade. It was a pleasure
to see their smartness and pride in their drill.

When the annual Carol Service was held on December 7th, the
last Sunday evening of the term, a larger congregation than ever
was present, every seat in the church being taken.

The choir rose

to the occasion, and, it is said, excelled their previous efforts.

Chief reliance was placed on the old favourites, as these give the great
est pleasure, but a new departure was made in opening the service
with Beethoven's "The Praise of God", which, though not a carol,
provided a very inspiring start. It is hoped to introduce one or
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two modern or less familiar carols next year, and ultimately to get
them as firmly established in the hearts of the people as the old ones
are, for there must be progress even in carol singing !
The gratitude of the College is expressed to E. F. W. Hulett,
Esq., for the promise of an annual prize of three guineas which it
has been agreed shall be given for the encouragement of reading;
that is to say it will be awarded in the Senior, Junior and Preparatory
Schools to the best reader of prepared and unseen passages of prose
and poetry.

Together with the "Hindson Memorial Prize for

Literature" this will add much needed stimulus to literary activities
throughout the School, and we are immensely grateful to our two
donors for their generous help and interest. Passages for the
Reading Prize will be selected next term, and a list of twenty books
to be read for the Literature Prize will be announced as soon as poss
ible.

The latter will be awarded to the best set of abstracts.

We also tender our thanks to the following further donors of
prizes:
Mrs. Nightingale and Mr. J. B. Hulett,(Comradeship Medals):

Messrs. W. A. Hulett, (batting, bowling and fielding), and A. T.
Winship, (Industry prizes).
We regret having to bid farewell to Mr. D. H. Purdon, who is
returning to complete a course at Rhodes University College, but

we are glad to know that he will probably rejoin us in 1932. Mr.
Purdon has thrown himself whole-heartedly into the work and play
of the School ; we wish him joy with his studies, and sincerely hope
nothing will prevent his returning to us later on. His place next
year will be taken by Mr. L. T. Harrison, B.Sc., of St. Andrew's
College and Rhodes University College, Grahamstown.
A Prefectship was conferred upon E. Peppier at the beginning
of the term.

Football Colours were awarded at the close of the season to:

Hind ; Balcomb, L.; Smith, L. H.; Duminy.
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The Cricket Committee this term consisted of:

The Head

master, Mr. Reece, Pearce,0. (Capt.), von Keyserlingk and Barratt.
Cricket Colours have been awarded to : Peppier, Bertram and Hind.

The following were first in their forms this quarter;
Via.
Va.
IV.
Ila.

Theunissen, A. B.
Coventry, B. A.
Smith, L.

King, J.

VIb. Crook, A.0.
Vb. Hopkins, J.
III.
Burnett, R.

lib.

Raw, D.

la.

Sandiford.

The last evening of the term was celebrated with supper and
deck games in the hall,and judging from the noise,everyone enjoyed
himself immensely. Dr. and Mrs. Loram, who were interested
spectators throughout the evening, also seemed to get enjoyment out
of it too. At the conclusion of the competitions Dr. Loram kindly
(and gracefully) held the sack containing the prizes while the success
ful ones came up to take a "lucky dip".

We close the year with 34 boarders and 7 day-scholars. The
names and records of boys leaving this term will be published in
the next issue.

Next term re-opens on January 30th, boarders returning the

previous day.

Annual Prize Distribution.
A good muster of parents and friends assembled on the lawn to
hear the speeches that accompany the Prize-giving ceremony, and
were rewarded with a stimulating address from the Rev. Allen Lea,
who presided, an interesting report on the year's work and play from
the Headmaster, and an encouraging speech from Dr. C. T. Loram,
who gave away the prizes. As Dr. Loram will shortly become

Superintendent of Education in Natal his remarks were looked for
ward to with special interest, but those of us who had had the privilege
of knowing him before, were not surprised to find him standing forth

•7
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as a firm friend of Private Schools and a keen advocate of their
necessity in any educational system.
Mr. Lea cordially welcomed Dr. Loram, and in his address

pleaded for the more general recognition of the need for a vigorous
intellectual life m young men to-day, and spoke of the three-fold
nature of education as physical and moral as well as intellectual or
instructional. He then called upon the Headmaster to read his
report for the year.
HEADMASTER'S REPORT.

In submitting his report "for the ninth full working year of
the College," the Headmaster first commented upon the position
at the beginning of the year, when we had to admit a decrease in

numbers and the future seemed uncertain. To counteract the posi
tion however, the Council undertook an energetic advertisement

campaign with such good results that we have a record entry list
for next year and are therefore assured of a considerable increase in
numbers. A brochure was prepared and sent far and wide to all
likely to be interested in the College ; two members of the Council
paid for advertisements in other directions, and, to meet the serious
depression in the country, the fees were reduced. "We all feel that
the tide is on the flood, and would urge our friends to continue their
efforts on our behalf, that success may be a certainty".

In referring to the Staff, the Headmaster said ;—"It is my duty
and my pleasure to record the unfailing loyalty of every member of

the Staff to the College.

They have sacrificed leisure, they have

devoted thought and time to discussing what could best be done to

further the College interests, and when it came to raising funds to
put the College on a sound financial basis this year, £400 was sub
scribed by the Staff itself. It is difficult to emphasise how fortunate
the College is in its present Staff, but I am comvinced that no school
in South Africa has men who play a more active part in every interest
of the boys.

During the year an Inspector of Schools has expressed the opin
ion that for the size of the school we have probably the strongest
staff m Natal. Certainly the number cf pupils per master is small
but it enables us to fulfil our promise that individual attention shall
always be obtainable.
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There has been only one change on the Staff this year; Mr.
D. H. Purdon, an old Kingswoodian, came to to take the place of
Mr. Gush and has been a great asset to the various athletic activities
of the School ; he has also had charge of the cadets. He leaves us
now to complete certain sections of his studies at Rhodes University
College, but we look forward to having him back in 1932.
At Easter we bade farewell to Sister Edwards, who had been
the matron for over seven years, and in her place we welcome Sister
Lindsell, so that the care of the health of the boys continues to be
all that could be desired. Though it is true that the College record
for immunity from the ills that so interrupt the school routine has
been somewhat spoiled by eight cases of measles and one of mumps
during the third term, all the boys recovered rapidly and the general
health of the school is excellent. It is unfortunate that malaria is
associated with the whole of the North Coast, but visitors are in

variably surprised to find how healthy our situation is, and have
again and again suggested we emphasise the difference our altitude

makes. There has been no case of malaria either at the College or
in the Kearsney district, so we claim to be out of the danger zone."
"The results in the last year's Matriculation and Junior Certifi
cate Examinations", the report continued, "were most gratifying.
In the former, the whole of our class of three passed,and in the latter,
seven out of ten. In addition to this we had the only pass in Natal
in the 'Hoogste Taalbond" and five passes in the "Laer". We
would draw the attention of those who are apt to be critical of our
examination results to these figures. The actual number of passes
makes little show in the official lists, but the percentage of passes is
very good, especially when it is remembered that we do not select

our official candidates, but with occasional exceptions, put in the
whole class.

It seems apparent that as a whole boys are not encouraged to
read at home.

Herein lies one of the chief educational difficulties

of the schoolmaster, for a lack of reading means a small vocabulary
and a marked weakness in expressing thought in writing. Recog
nising this fact, our time-table is definitely arranged to encourage
reading, and there are periods of leisure which boys must devote to
quiet occupations.

In addition, our small classes enable us to ask

far more questions of each boy and thus force him to get up and ex-
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press his thoughts in words. The junior forms still devote one
lesson per week to a debate, and we have also instituted the custom

of making the prefects read the lesson at morning prayers. All this,
together with the annual plays, should give confidence, and check
naccuracies of pronunciation. In addition, several of the masters
make a practice of reading aloud to groups of boys short stories from

good authors. Yet we still feel that far too little use is made by
many of the boys either of the leisure arranged or the excellent
library at their disposal. We therefore especially welcome two
annual prizes that have recently been arranged by two good friends
of the School for the encouragement of its literary activities, and are
confident that the generous gifts of Mrs. W.R. Hindson and E. F. W.
Hulett, Esq,. will amply fulfil their purpose."
In referring to the tone of the School, the Headmaster said that

as a School under the auspices of the Methodist Church, boys are
encouraged to live a clean, upright life and to put proper values on
spiritual things. Services held this quarter with the special purpose

of getting boys to come to a definite decision in their religious life
found the School already thinking seriously about things of the spirit,
and many responded to the appeals made. "To the Chaplain and

Staff and the Prefects I tender my thanks for their steady and con
sistent help in these matters. Year after year I feel that parents are
not fully alive to such influences as the lower moral outlook of many
of the races from which we draw our nursemaids, the blatant sexual
appeals in many of the films exhibited, and the unsatisfactory nature
of much of the literature that falls into the hands of adolescent

youth. No school is doing its duty unless it is fully alive to these
things, and doing its best to fight them."
The Report then made appreciative reference to the Rugby
and Cricket teams and the Athletic Sports, and mentioned that in
the Cadet Corps, the change over from "mounted infantry" to "ininfantry" drill had resulted in a considerable increase in smartness
that spoke well for the zeal of Messrs. Purdon and Medworth. An

excellent report had been made by the inspecting officer.
It has been my privilege during the year" continued the Head
master,

to attend the Natal Teachers' Conference and listen to a

variety of papers by men much in the public eye, one being our hon

oured guest of to-day.

Certain aspects of the criticisms interested
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tne the more keenly because they emphasise the need for an attitude
which I believe we cultivate here. There has always been a willing
co-operation with all local interests and activities, and though we
are six miles from Stanger, the College plays an active part in its
communal life. No sporting team is quite complete without a repre
sentative from here, it is seldom that any dramatic effort fails to draw
upon our resources, and we are willing to do yet more as opportunity
offers.

One paper stressed the gulf between master and parent, but
here too we have tried to bridge that gulf as far as is possible when
parents live so far afield. What spare room we have is always at
the disposal of parents who are able to come up for a few days,
while in the holidays members of the Staff frequently visit homes
of the parents and get into touch with their difficulties. We wish
our friends to realise that the school has three elements : the Boys,
past and present; the Staff and Council, and the parents them
selves.

Time will not allow me to amplify our attitude in these matters,
or to deal fully with the underlying fallacy of those who demand only
what they call a "practical education", men who would regard a
gymnasium as right and proper for developing the body, though a
pair of parallel bars may never be used in after life, but who will
not look at the mental training given by Mathematics, Latin and
Greek in the same light. The new matriculation regulations make
possible a course that will omit the subjects that some of us regard
as the best instrument for moulding and developing the plastic
brain of youth.
I do not wish for a moment to deny the value of a vocational
training, but I do feel that the school is not the place for this, and
that what is now being demanded leads to a narrow outlook and

curtails future development, for few parents face the fact that
every boy has an inner life to satisfy and cultivate quite apart from
the particular sphere in which he may earn his daily bread. We
believe that in the subjects so freely criticised to-day is to be found
the mental training that will best forge a weapon whereby a man may
grow in culture.
The widening of the syllabus appears to be a sop to the man in
the street. No school with less than eighty boys in the three top
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classes can offer much variety in its regular course, other than the
variety already in existence. In schools such as this, the change is
no change ; we shall carry on as we have done in the past, while in
schools which do adopt some change, it will mean not a widening
of the course, but a substitution of demanded subjects for those now
taught.

The situation is Gilbertian, for at a moment when the Mat

riculation Board has widened its range of subjects, several of the

Provincial Councils are reducing the Staffs in many of their
schools!"

The Headmaster then thanked Messrs. A. S. Hulett, W. A.

Hulett, the Hon. W. F. Clayton and Perry & Son for enabling the
main building to be repainted in July without cost to the College,
and announced that through the generosity of Mr. W. A. Hulett

alterations to the showers were to be undertaken in the coming
holidays. Grateful appreciation was expressed to the donors of
prizes, and to the Staff of the Tea Factory for their ready assistance
during the year.
"I would also thank the donors of bursaries" said the Head

master.

"I am now able to distribute £140 a year for a period

through the generosity of Messrs. A. S. Hulett, W. A. Hulett,

E. F. W. Hulett and the Rev. R. Matterson.

I wish I could bring

home to other friends of the College the importance of such

bursaries, for not only do they assist parents who need help but
they often enable me to tap a new area from which we may draw
pupils in the future".

"I close on an optimistic note. Interest in the College is
definitely growing. I have had more enquiries during tha past six
months than in any previous two years. Parents are beginning to
appreciate our work, and are realising that the tender care exercised

in the small family is often insufficient training for facing the world,
and that in the right sort of boarding school corners are rubbed off
without exposing a sensitive boy to the brutality of the fast disappear
ing initiation ceremonies '.

These are totally forbidden here. I

believe we are sending out into South Africa a steady stream of young
men who will make good citizens, who will place service before self,
and who will face the problems that lie ahead, racial and otherwise,
with a Christian viewpoint".
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Dr. LORAM S ADDRESS.

After presenting the prizes Dr.C.T.Loram spoke on educational
aims and the valuable part that private schools could play in the educa
tional system. He declared his pleasure in being at Kearsney, a
pleasure all the more real because he was no stranger to the school,
having inspected it twice on former occasions. He was greatly
impressed with the beauty of its surroundings, but what pleased him
most, he said, was the happy relations that evidently existed between
masters and boys. He sincerely congratulated the boys on belonging
to such a school and coming under the influence of such a body of
men, and he hoped they realised their good fortune.
"I would
like you to know how extremely fortunate you are to be here," said
Dr. Loram to the boys, "and how very lucky you are in getting your
education at the hands of such a fine body of men. I would like
you to know just how wide your education is ; it is not only the
passing of this Matric. and the winning of these prizes that you are
here for: it is the training of mind and body and spirit. I would
like to urge you to give more time to intellectual subjects ; I feel
that some time may safely be taken from sport or schoolwork for
such higher interests as your play-producing, your literature and
your orchestra. Another thing I would like to see, and which
perhaps may be fulfilled in the future, is that others may profit by
your bounty and share in the privileges that are yours. It has been
done in several schools in England and it may yet come to Durban :
I mean a Kearsney College Mission. You should try to make available
to less fortunate boys something of the boxing, something of the
gym ,something of the schoolwork that you are receiving at such
an institution as this."

It seemed a great pity, he continued, that

Kearsney had not a wider influence and did not grow more rapidly
in numbers, and he wondered why the Methodist Church and people
did not give more support to their own school. Frankly, it seemed
to him incomprehensible, for the work and influence of Kearsney
were so good that they deserved far greater opportunities than they
enjoyed at present. For his part, Kearsney was the place to which
he would send his own son without hesitation, and he was prepared
to do all he could for the expansion of the school.
Dr. Loram said that the Education Department was very
sympathetic towards the Private Schools and wished to give them all
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the help they could. "There is certainly a very important place
for them in our educational system" he said, "if they will live up
to the opportunities before them.

The chief chances that such

schools have is the possibility of trying out new ideas—experimenting
and pioneering. The Government schools have to be kept under
more control and have not the same opportunity for this trail-

breaking.

There is, unfortunately, not much of this pioneering

among these schools ; in fact they seem more hidebound than the
government institutions, for they too are bound by the matriculation

fetish. I hope that some of our private schools will adapt themselves
more to the needs of the country."
Dr. Loram then went on to urge the value and the need of more
vocational training in schools, though, as he said, he knew his views
on this question conflicted with the Headmaster's. But he felt

that a child needed to be trained and as far as possible equipped at
school in those things which he would be doing in the greater part
of his waking hours after he left school. The child had to make his
way in the modern world, the world of to-day, and modern commer
cial subjects could provide as keen a mental training as the classics.

Therefore he thought Kearsney would do well to aim at something
distinctive on these lines, and he hoped it would pioneer as a private
school ought.
PRIZE UST.
Form Prizes:
la. Kinsman, G.

Sandiford, G.
King, J.
Theunissen, R.
III. Burnett, R.
Ila.

VI. Smith, E. C.

Crawford, J.
Hopkins, J. B.
Va. Coventry, B. A.
Foss, M.
VIb. Crook, A.
Jaques, K.
via. Theunissen, A. B.
Vb.
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More and Campbell did not bat.

Mr. Matterson, Peppier, Crawford, and Kruger did not bat.
Bowling
Mr. Medworth
Pearce
Mr. Matterson
Mr. Reece ..

0

M

R

12

1

39
41

..

9

1

..

8

0

41

w.
1
1
5

..

5

0

22

0

..

KEARSNEY COLLEGE v. DARNALL.
At Kearsney,
October 17th.
Won, 8 wickets.
Darnall.

Kearsney.

Keightly, retired hurt .. 38

Mr. Purdon c Crosbie

Van Laun c Mr. Purdon
b Mr. Medworth .. 29
North b Mr. Matterson.. 9
Addison c Mr. Medworth
b Mr. Matterson .. 7

Bertram c Addison
b Boyd
Pearce, not out ..

Crosbie c and b Mr. Reece
Boyd b Mr. Matterson ..
Aude c and b Mr. Reece
Beater b Mr. Reece
..
Hock not out ..
..
Anderson Ibw. Mr Matterson

..

..

0

3

..

Mr. Medworth, not out

29
18
33

Elxtras

10

0

Extras

..

59

9
13
9
2
0

Bignoux b Mr Matterson

..

b North

Total (2 wkts.)

Total.. 110

149

Mr. Reece, Mr. Matterson, Crawford, Barratt, Hind, Peppier
and Kruger did not bat.

Bowling
0.

M.
1

R.
30

1

0

29

0

9

0

40

7

2

8

5
3

Mr. Medworth
Pearce
Mr. Matterson

..
..

10
7

..

Mr. Reece ..

..

W.
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KEARSNEY COLLEGE v. STANGER.

Cup Match. At Kearsney,
Stanger.

October 25th.
Lost, 53 runs.
Kearsney.
Bertram c Logan
b Jackson ..
.. 2

4
35

Logan b Medworth
Whittaker b Mr Reece .

Jackson st Mr. Pardon

Pearce run out ..

6

b Mr. Matterson
Ralfe b Mr. Reece
Theunissen c Mr. Matt
erson b Mr. Reece .
Aitcheson st Mr. Pardon
b Pearce
Clark b Pearce ..
Bourne b Mr. Reece

..

0

Barratt c Logan b Whit-

42

taker

..

..

0

16

Peppier c Whittaker .. 2
Mr. Pardon b Jackson .. 23
von Keyserlingk b Jackson 3

0

Mr. Medworth not out

0
2

Mr. Reece b Logan ..
Mr. Matterson b Logan

Hill, not out

4

Crawford c Whittaker

Paterson c Bertram
b Mr. Reece

0

b Logan ..
..
Kruger Ibw. b Whittaker

0
2

2
9

Extras

9

Farland c Kruger b Pearce
Extras

Total

..

..

I
5

..

Total

.. 120

20

.. 67

Bowling.
Mr. Medworth
Mr. Matterson
Mr. Reece ..
Pearce

..
..
..

M.
0
1
3
0

0.
9
10
6
4

W.

R.
29
60
10
12

1
1
5
3

KEARSNEY COLLEGE v. DARNALL.

At Darnall,

October 29th.

Kearsney
Bertram Ibw. b Jacobs
Hind c Crosbie b Boyd ..
Mr. Reece b Boyd
Hulett, J. c Arde b Boyd
von Keyserlingk c Crosbie
b Boyd
Barratt b Arde

Pearce, not out ..
Mr. Matterson, not out ..

II
10
33
7
7
2
7
38

Won, 31 runs.

Darnall.
Arde c Kruger b Mr. Reece
North c Peppier b Pearce
Bignoux b Pearce
..
Rapson b Pearce
..
van Laun, not out
Boyd run out ..
Addison c Peppier
b Hulett ..
Beater c Mr. Reece

2
0
0
2
.. 29
..
1
..

29

b von Keyserlingk.. 15
Crosbie Ibw. b Mr. Reece

9

Jacobs b Mr. Reece .. 2
Anderson Ibw, b Mr.Reece 0
Extras

13

Total (6 wkts decl.) 128

Extras

..

..
Total

..

6

95

ijr'.-L - •
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Bowling.
0.

Mr. Reece ..

.
.
.
.
.

Pearce
Hulett

Mr. Matterson

M.
6
2

13
9
5
3
4

1
1
0

R.
29
17
20
6
17

W.
4
3
1
0
1

von Keyserlingk
KEARSNEY COLLEGE v. TECH. HIGH SCHOOL "A".
In Durban,
November 8th.
Won, Inns, and 35 runs.

The team showed up well in all departments, in this game.
The fielding was really good, the batsmen played convincingly and
stylishly, and the bowling was never slack. Hind's innings was
particularly stylish, while Boast and von Keyserlingk scored rapidly.
Pearce s bowling analysis in the second innings speaks for itself!
Kearsney.
Bertram c Morgan b Streatfield 21
Hind c Rowe b Barnard
..
Peppier Ibw. b Watt
..
Boast Ibw. b Chambers
..
von Keyserlingk not out ..
Pearce c Lawrie b Chambers

32
15
49
36
6

Barratt c Buss b Morgan

.. 13

Smith not out
Extras
..

..|
.. 27

..
..

Total (6 wkts. decl.)
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TECHNICAL HIGH SCHOOL.

First Innings

Second Innings

Bromham not out

Lawrie c Hind b Pearce ..

Buss c Coventry b Pearce
Barnard run out ..
Streatfield c Barratt b Boast

34 b Pearce
1 b von Keyserlingk ..
7 c Bertram b Pearce ..
1 b Pearce
40 run out

.
.
.
.

6
0
7
0
0

.
.

13
6

b Pearce
c Barratt b Pearce ..

.

c Boast c Peppier

.
.
.

0
0
2
0
1

Chambers c Coventry
b Peppier ..
Conn b Boast

Rowe b Peppier ..
Watt Ibw. b Boast..

Logan c Hind b Peppier .
Morgan c Peppier b Pearce
Extras
Total

5
1
9
4
0
14
14

130

b Pearce
not out

b Pearce

35

24U

Bowling,
First Innings.
Pearce

von Keyserlingk
Peppier
Boast..
Barratt
Pearce

von Keyserlingk
Peppier

0.
13
9
13
12
..
5

M.
5
3
3
2
1

R.
28
13
40
24
11

W.
3
0
3

Second Innings
.. 14
10
.. 12
6
..
1
1

15
19
0

7
1
1

..
..
..
..

3
0

KEARSNEY COLLEGE v. GLEDHOW.
In Stanger . November 15th. Cup Match.
Draw.

Kearsney.
Mr. Purdon, not out
Bertram c Chiazzari, b
Campbell

Gledhow.
68

Acutt c Mr. Purdon, b
Mr. Medworth ..

Matheson

Mr. Reece c Campbell, b
Matheson
Mr. Medworth b Latham

4
9

70

Ibw, b Mr.

Medworth
Garland b Pearce

Boyd c Mr. Purdon, b

von Keyserlingk c Camp

Mr. Medworth

bell, b Matheson

4
0
0

Pearce b Matheson

Hind, not out

Jackson b Mr. Reece .. 40
Campbell c and b Mr.
Reece ..
Latham b Mr. Med

19

worth ..

2
3
1

Chiazzan, not out
Arde, not out
Extras

Extras

Total (5 wkts.)

92

10

Total (7 wkts. dec.) 150

Barratt, Crawford, Kruger and Coventry did not bat.
Wenlock and Falgate did not bat.
Bowling.
Mr. Medworth
Pearce
Mr. Reece ..

Mr. Purdon

von Keyserlingk

0.
17
15
10
7
..
4
..
..
..
..

M.
4
2
6
0
0

R.
41
44
19
29
7

W.
4
1 /
2
9
0

fei"*"
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KEARSNEY COLLEGE v. DARNALL.
In Damall.

November 22nd.

fVon, 18 runs.

13
ii

Kearsney.
Mr. Purdon, b Mclntyre 15
Bertram st Rapson, b Lowe 15

21

von Keyserlingk c Laun,

Darnall.

van Laun Ibw, b Pearce
Clayton b Mr. Reece
Mclntyre c Bertram, b

von Keyserlingk

Hind b Lowe

Rapson, M., c Bertram, b

b Beater

..

..

..

..

5
3

Mr. Reece c Rapson, b

b Pearce

Addison c sub., b Mr.
Reece ..

Rapson, H., run out
Crosbie, c Hind, b Mr.

Human Ibw, b Arde

Reece ..

Arde, not out

..

0

Kruger b Mclntyre .. 0
Nightingale, D., not out 11

1
8
2
3

Lowe b Mr. Reece
Extras
Total

Mclntyre
..
.. 23
Peppier b Beater
.. I
Barratt c Addison, b Lowe 2

I
0

Weir c and b Crosbie ,.
Extras ..
..
..

71

Total

3
12

.. 89

Bowling.
Mr. Reece ..
Pearce

von Keyserlingk

.
.
.

0.
17
10
6

M.
9
3
2

R.
21
33
14

W.
6
2
1

KEARSNEY COLLEGE v. ESHOWE SCHOOL.
At Eshowe.

November 29th.

Won, 94 runs.

Hind and Bertram gave us a very steady start, taking the score
to 44 before Hind was dismissed for a stylish 26. Bertram was
taking no risks whatever, and batted an hour and twenty minutes

for fourteen runs. Later batsmen scored far more rapidly, notably
von Keyserlingk, who was never in difficulties and came out from a

careless stroke. He hit eight fours. 150 runs were on the board
for four wickets, but the later batsmen were dismissed in four
overs by Foxon. In bowling. Peppier soon found a length, and

took seven wickets. The last four wickets fell in four balls. Peppier
taking three.
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Kearsney.

Eshowe School.

Hind c and b Foxon
Bertram b Sanders

Peppier b Dahl ..
von Keyserlingk c Foxon,
b Talbot

Pearce c Dahl, b Talbot
Barratt b Foxon ..

Human, not out ..
Kruger b Foxon ..
Crawford b Foxon

Nightingale, D., b Foxon

Coventry b Foxon
Extras
Total

Marshall b Peppier
Dahl b Peppier ..
Foxon c and b Peppier

26
14
24

Sanders c and b Pearce
55
20
2
5
0
0
0
0
11

Getkate c von Keyser
lingk, b Peppier
Talbot, not out ..
Crawford Ibw, b Pearce
Kirkwood, run out

Coxhill b Peppier
Moore Ibw, b Peppier ..
Coutts b Peppier
Extras

157

Total

5
10
4
15
7
13
3
4
0
0
0
2
63

Bowling.
Pearce

.
.

Peppier

0.
12
12

M.
3

R.
31
30

W.
2
7

KEARSNEY COLLEGE v. STANGER.
At Kearsney. December 6th.
Won, 40 runs.
Kearsney.
Stanger.
Hind b Flower ..
12
Whittaker c Mr. Reece, b
Bertram c Ralfe, b WhitMedworth
taker

10

Flower c and b Mr. Med
worth ..

21

Jackson c von Keyserlingk,

Mr. Reece c Ralfe, b
Patterson

Mr. Purdon b Jackson .. 11
von Keyserlingk b Flower 5

Paterson b Mr.Medworth

Mr. Medworth b Logan

22

Drake c Nightingale, b

8
3
1

Ralfe c Mr. Reece, b Mr.

Pearce c Largesse, b
Jackson
..
Peppier, not out ..
Barratt, not out ..

b Pearce

35
3

Pearce

..
..
..

Medworth

Wooldridge, run out
Largesse b Pearce
Aitcheson b Pearce

0
1
1
0

Logan c Mr. Purdon, b
Pearce

Crawford,not out
Extras

..

24

Total(8 wkts., dec.) 117

Extras
Total

21
7
6
77
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Bowling.
Mr. Medworth
Mr. Reece ..
Pearce

Peppier

0.
13
11
4
3

..
..
..
..

M.
4
8
0
1

R.
16
6
37
12

W.
4
0
3
0

KEARSNEY 2nd XII. v. D.P.H.S.

At Kearsney.

November 22nd.

Won, 7 rum.

Kearsney.
Coventry b Heslop
..
Hackland c Hutchinson, b

D.P.H.S.

0

Stacey c Coventry, b Night

..

5

Pallent b Putterill

..

7

Larrington b Heslop ..
Crawford (Capt.) c Brammage b Parker ..
..

3

0
6

Burdon c Pallent, b Parker 19
Nightingale,R., b Parker
0

Rorvick b Nightingale ..
Brammage c and b Night
ingale ..
..
..
Heslop c Hopkins b
Nightingale ..
..

Puttenli b Heslop

..

2

Parker b Putterill

2

Crookes b Parker

..

3

Vogler c Balcomb, b Put

Hopkins b Pallent
..
Balcomb, W., not out ..
Knibbs c and b Pallent ..

18
12

..

2

Hutchinson b Nightingale

0

Parker ..

..

ingale ..

I

1

..

terill ..

..

..

..

4

3

Levine Ibw., b Putterill.. 26

Hatton b Nightingale ..

2

Teague, not out

5

..

Extras

2

Total

..

66

Total

. 59

Bowling.
Nightingale ..
Putterill
Burdon

0.
21
17
..
3
..
..

M.
9
10
0

R.
25
23
11

W.
6
4
0

mm
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Preparatory School Notes.
We have all had a jolly term, though some of us got rather fright
ened about the exams. We managed to survive them though, and
we congratulate those who did well and came out top.
Our library has received additions which we have much appreci
ated, and we want to express our very grateful thanks to Mrs. W. A.
Hulett and Mrs. E. A. Hopkins for giving us such a fine lot of books,

and to the following boys who have also helped us :—Barratt, King,
the Balcombs, Pearce, W.and Raw, D.

During the term we have still been working in our garden down
by the field, and leeks and beans and a flower or two have been
growing splendidly. Dr. Loram again came down to look at us

and said he was very pleased to accept the bouquet we presented to
him. We hope he will see an improvement m our garden every
time he comes to Kearsney.

On the last night but one of the term we gave a concert and play
to ourselves, and to some of the staff and the senior boys who came
in by accident. (Probably attracted by the noise !—Ed.). We had
long looked forward to this event and had rigged up the blankets
for the stage curtain at least two days beforehand. Mr. Medworth
coached us and printed our programmes, for which we thank him
very much, and everything went off splendidly. We sang and
recited, and Allan Balcomb did some "acrobatics".
joyed the fun of giving our own show.

We much en

Looking Back.
In 1929 the first move was made to establish a fund for the

construction of a swimming Bath. For many weeks preparations were
in hand for a garden Fete.

All threw themselves heart and soul into

the project,for it was going to be a wonderful success ! Unfortunately
Dame Nature took a hand, and being in an ugly mood produced
hail, ram and storm to spoil the afternoon, and She succeeded most
effectively.
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However £150 was the result of the efforts put forth, thanks to
the generosity of parents and friends.
In this year "physical jerks" were taken up seriously: ten
minutes each day was, and is, given up to exercises, and this has
done much to improve the physique of the boys. Their movements
are good,and a marked improvement is noted in the quick obedience
to the word of command.

I cannot close without referring to the health of the school.
The yearly reports have always been in the position to say "The
health of the boys has been excellent this year". Once or twice we
have had a mild epidemic, often more humourous than serious. For
instance a supper of potted meat sent nearly the whole School to bed,
if not actually suffering, at least well in sympathy with their fellow
sufferers. C.O. given with a lavish hand cured some, and the

information "very spare diet" quickly decided others ; so next day
only the real invalids were in bed. They also recovered in a day
or two.

Three years later we had an epidemic of mild influenza. Boys
volunteered as orderlies, two being appointed daily, to help with
trays, spongings etc.

This was a pleasant break from school

routine !

The casualty ward has never lacked patients. There is always
a sporting chance that the "Sister" may he in a sympathetic mood,
and regard seriously the headache, toothache, or any other ache
that may suggest itself. Then for bed, and rest from evening prep,
and work ! A high temperature is a heaven-sent opportunity as long
as the temperature is not high enough for "fluid diet". The rugby
season is a busy one, for from the word "go" to the end of the season

half the skin area of the boys seems to be left on the field. These
scratched knees and elbows are so stubborn in healing, whereas in
the cricket season a few applications of iodine is the only necessary
treatment.

Mr. B. Gush resigned in October, 1929, Mr. D. Purdon being
appointed for duty for the new year.

There is little left to tell. This year one of the original Prep,
boys is Head Prefect,showing that whatever else stands still a boy does
not. It is my time now to leave Kearsney, and in leaving the College
I wish it every success in the future, as in the past.
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Examinations.
Exams, are the devices of the Evil One and his followers on

earth for proving that the previous year's swot has been in
vain.

Examiners have never been to school themselves : they were
born old. So they hr.ve no idea from the start how to set a paper ;
I hope later on to tender a few suggestions for their benefit. But I
know that the first words of my Latin examiner's life were addressed
to his elder sister ; "Give the 3rd plural of the imperfect subjunctive
peissive of 'memini'"; and then he blue-pencilled her reply, pointing
out that no such thing existed. That's it! They ask questions with
no answers and mark us down when we use our imaginations a
little.

Elxams. should be a test of knowledge and not of ignorance. In
History we should be asked to write about historical facts we have

learned, with not more than two dates (1066 being compulsory).
Surely papers full of facts would be more acceptable than ones full
of falsehoods ? George Washington said we should not tell false
hoods. At present History papers are ridiculous. We are told,
say, to study in outline the period 4004 B.C. to 1930 A.D.; then
all the questions are set on the period II22 to 1133, and seeing that
neither the Flood, nor Magna Charta, nor Trafalgar comes into this
period we naturally cannot do ourselves justice. I suggest that as a
History syllabus we be set to study the History of Englansd in 1066 ;
the History paper would then consist of one question : "What
happened in 1066?"

And Algebra ? Simplicity should be the keyword. Why
should we have to prove that y to the yth equals y times y, y times ?
Why, oh why ? Why should alpha and beta, the roots of all evil,
also be the roots of every equation ?
Let us rather show that if I

have 10/- in my pocket, made up of x half crowns, then x equals 5,
or 6,or whatever it is. Why do not examiners realise that the simpler
the papers, the easier they are to correct, and the more time they,
the examiners, will have for minding the baby and stroking the cat ?

In addition, we should have a better chance of passing.
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And so on ! Does a boy who can analyse a parenthetical subord
inate concessive clause make a better man than one who cannot ?

Does my ability to prove that sec^x equals I +tan\ mean that I
shall rise to pinnacles of fame, whereas my friend, who cannot
distinguish tan from tanning, will be hawking buttons at street
comers ? I doubt it. Rather let such things be reserved for the
condemned in Tartarus, who will then have their answers ready for
the examiners when they come to join them later on.

?
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Editorial Notices.
The Kearsney College Chronicle is published quarterly and the
next number will appear in April, 1931.
.
The subscription is 4/- per annum.
Articles or letters from present boys or Old Boys are welcome
and should be addressed to the Editor.
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